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Year 2/A level  Religious Studies - Component 3: Religion and Ethics 

Specification Theme 1: Ethical Thought 

D: Meta-ethical approaches – Naturalism 

Meta-ethical approaches - Naturalism: Objective moral laws exist independently of 
human beings, moral terms can be understood by analysing the natural world; 
ethical statements are cognitivist and can be verified or falsified; verified moral 
statements are objective truths and universal. F.H. Bradley - ethical sentences 
express propositions; objective features of the world make propositions true or 
false; meta-ethical statements can be seen in scientific terms.  

Challenges: Hume’s Law (the is-ought problem); Moore’s Naturalistic Fallacy (moral 
language is indefinable); the Open Question Argument (moral facts cannot be 
reduced to natural properties). 

Guidance for Teaching: 

Candidates should be able to explain with clarity what Naturalism is (some useful 
information can be found in Ethical Studies 2nd  edition, Chapter 6 by Robert Bowie 
(Nelson Thornes)); they must have a good understanding of Bradley’s view on 
Naturalism and understand the challenges to meta-ethical theory of Naturalism. 
Candidates need to study the listed criticisms of Naturalism and have a clear 
knowledge and understanding of each criticism and why it is specifically damaging 
to the meta-ethical theory of Naturalism. All of the criticisms should be 
exemplified, in order to demonstrate understanding. 

Useful resources 

 Essential Resources for Teaching  - Overview: 

If you want a quick overview to the subject that is board-specific, simply start with 
the WJEC overview which can be found in the digital resources site (the first bullet 
point under 'digital' below).  You can also use the starter notes in the second bullet 
point below to guide your first lesson. There are also activities and questions for 
students (see the third bullet point below).  Finally, to develop evaluative abilities, 
the book by Jones gives detailed information on AO2 issues (see ‘books').  

Books: 

• Bowie, Robert. Ethical Studies  2nd edition (Cheltenham: Nelson Thornes,
2004)  pp. 65-68. This is a good general orientation which will help with AO1
skills; he covers  both Bradley and G. E. Moore – and touches lightly on AO2
issues on p. 71.

• Jones, Cardinal and Hayward. Moral Philosophy: a guide to ethical theory
(London: Hodder, 2006) pp. 136-150. This is an excellent discussion of
naturalism with detail on evaluating the is-ought fallacy, Hume and Moore.
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Digital: 

• http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2015-16/15-
16_18/PDFs/Unit%206/U6_7_Naturalism_revision_notes.pdf This is a good
overview of this part of the spec – pitched at the right level for students.

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-bc042252-3df5-47be-
92a6-456599d2b6f2/fv-36f91a16-c1d9-44ae-ad15-
cc3fe9be9649/A%20%20Level%20Theme%20%201D%20Naturalism%20Star
ter%20Notes%20by%20gregbarkercoaching.com.pdf These ‘starter notes’
can guide your first lesson on the subject. 

• http://resources.eduqas.co.uk/Pages/ResourceSingle.aspx?rIid=884 Here
you will find activities and questions focused on this area and approved by
the Board.

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-65fd3899-50d4-4a6d-
a2a9-3c1cf5162175/fv-844acd38-74d3-4cd0-b732-
b5f12334c6ab/A%20level%20Theme%201%20%20Meta%20Ethics%20%20Jo
n%20Mayled%20from%20RS%20Review%20April%202013.pdf  This resource
is an excellent, short introduction to Meta Ethics. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-d85c6417-83ef-4a60-
b86b-71c9274d0ceb/fv-37ffd9eb-c8af-45c5-8255-
2c5e8ede99fc/A%20Level%20Theme%201%20Meta%20Ethics%20by%20An
dy%20Skinnard%20from%20Dialogue%20Nov%202011.pdf -another, more
detailed, introduction to Meta Ethics 

• http://peped.org/philosophicalinvestigations/extract-ethical-naturalism/
This is a nice, concise & simple overview of the most basic AO1 and AO2
issues – good for getting started.

• http://www.philosophybasics.com/branch_ethical_naturalism.html - a useful
but very brief introduction to ethical naturalism 

• http://philosophy.lander.edu/ethics/naturalism.html - a longer introduction
to Ethical Naturalism 

• http://www.iep.utm.edu/metaethi/ - This is a more advanced article that can
be used to strengthen your understanding of ‘meta-ethics’ in general.

• http://peped.org/philosophicalinvestigations/article-naturalism-ethics/
Good AO1 introduction that focuses on Hume and Utilitarianism as ethical
naturalism.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NiY4eBXFB8U  This is a very good
introduction to metaethics and ethical naturalism; however, you need to
purchase the entire film from the philosophy ninja website.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TpCOGIaM4LI - this covers AO2 in  a
clear way – again you need to purchase the entire film from the philosophy
ninja website.

Other Resources 

• ‘Policy of Truth’ by Depeche Mode – the lyrics of this song could be used to
introduce the idea of naturalism – that morality consists in living with
good/bad natural consequences of our actions.

• ‘No Emotion’ by Idlewild   - the lyrics of this song can be used to discuss if
the ultimate truth is in the world of action – rather than some world of
emotion or truth beyond human action.

For more teaching ideas consult the Scheme of Work for this area: 
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-18_2-
23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf 

http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2015-16/15-16_18/PDFs/Unit%206/U6_7_Naturalism_revision_notes.pdf
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2015-16/15-16_18/PDFs/Unit%206/U6_7_Naturalism_revision_notes.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-bc042252-3df5-47be-92a6-456599d2b6f2/fv-36f91a16-c1d9-44ae-ad15-cc3fe9be9649/A%20%20Level%20Theme%20%201D%20Naturalism%20Starter%20Notes%20by%20gregbarkercoaching.com.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-bc042252-3df5-47be-92a6-456599d2b6f2/fv-36f91a16-c1d9-44ae-ad15-cc3fe9be9649/A%20%20Level%20Theme%20%201D%20Naturalism%20Starter%20Notes%20by%20gregbarkercoaching.com.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-bc042252-3df5-47be-92a6-456599d2b6f2/fv-36f91a16-c1d9-44ae-ad15-cc3fe9be9649/A%20%20Level%20Theme%20%201D%20Naturalism%20Starter%20Notes%20by%20gregbarkercoaching.com.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-bc042252-3df5-47be-92a6-456599d2b6f2/fv-36f91a16-c1d9-44ae-ad15-cc3fe9be9649/A%20%20Level%20Theme%20%201D%20Naturalism%20Starter%20Notes%20by%20gregbarkercoaching.com.pdf
http://resources.eduqas.co.uk/Pages/ResourceSingle.aspx?rIid=884
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-65fd3899-50d4-4a6d-a2a9-3c1cf5162175/fv-844acd38-74d3-4cd0-b732-b5f12334c6ab/A%20level%20Theme%201%20%20Meta%20Ethics%20%20Jon%20Mayled%20from%20RS%20Review%20April%202013.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-65fd3899-50d4-4a6d-a2a9-3c1cf5162175/fv-844acd38-74d3-4cd0-b732-b5f12334c6ab/A%20level%20Theme%201%20%20Meta%20Ethics%20%20Jon%20Mayled%20from%20RS%20Review%20April%202013.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-65fd3899-50d4-4a6d-a2a9-3c1cf5162175/fv-844acd38-74d3-4cd0-b732-b5f12334c6ab/A%20level%20Theme%201%20%20Meta%20Ethics%20%20Jon%20Mayled%20from%20RS%20Review%20April%202013.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-65fd3899-50d4-4a6d-a2a9-3c1cf5162175/fv-844acd38-74d3-4cd0-b732-b5f12334c6ab/A%20level%20Theme%201%20%20Meta%20Ethics%20%20Jon%20Mayled%20from%20RS%20Review%20April%202013.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-d85c6417-83ef-4a60-b86b-71c9274d0ceb/fv-37ffd9eb-c8af-45c5-8255-2c5e8ede99fc/A%20Level%20Theme%201%20Meta%20Ethics%20by%20Andy%20Skinnard%20from%20Dialogue%20Nov%202011.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-d85c6417-83ef-4a60-b86b-71c9274d0ceb/fv-37ffd9eb-c8af-45c5-8255-2c5e8ede99fc/A%20Level%20Theme%201%20Meta%20Ethics%20by%20Andy%20Skinnard%20from%20Dialogue%20Nov%202011.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-d85c6417-83ef-4a60-b86b-71c9274d0ceb/fv-37ffd9eb-c8af-45c5-8255-2c5e8ede99fc/A%20Level%20Theme%201%20Meta%20Ethics%20by%20Andy%20Skinnard%20from%20Dialogue%20Nov%202011.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-d85c6417-83ef-4a60-b86b-71c9274d0ceb/fv-37ffd9eb-c8af-45c5-8255-2c5e8ede99fc/A%20Level%20Theme%201%20Meta%20Ethics%20by%20Andy%20Skinnard%20from%20Dialogue%20Nov%202011.pdf
http://peped.org/philosophicalinvestigations/extract-ethical-naturalism/
http://www.philosophybasics.com/branch_ethical_naturalism.html
http://philosophy.lander.edu/ethics/naturalism.html
http://www.iep.utm.edu/metaethi/
http://peped.org/philosophicalinvestigations/article-naturalism-ethics/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NiY4eBXFB8U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TpCOGIaM4LI
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf
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Specification Theme 1: Ethical Thought 

E: Meta-ethical approaches – Intuitionism 

Objective moral laws exist independently of human beings; moral truths can be 
discovered by using our minds in an intuitive way; intuitive ability is innate and the 
same for all moral agents; intuition needs a mature mind so not infallible; allows for 
objective moral values. H.A. Prichard, ‘ought to do’ has no definition; recognise 
what we ‘ought to do’ by intuition; two ways of thinking (general and moral).  

Challenges: no proof of moral intuition exists; intuitive ‘truths’ can differ widely; no 
obvious way to resolve conflicting intuitions. 

Guidance for Teaching: 

Candidates should be able to explain with clarity what Intuitionism is (see Moral 
Philosophy: A Guide to Ethical Theory by Jones, Cardinal and Hayward. (Hodder 
Murray)); they must have a good understanding of Pritchard’s view on Intuitionism. 
Candidates need to study the listed criticisms of Intuitionism and have a clear 
knowledge of each criticism and why it is specifically damaging to the meta-ethical 
theory of Naturalism. All of the criticisms should be exemplified, in order to 
demonstrate understanding. 

Useful resources 

 Essential Resources for Teaching  - Overview: 

Happily, the board has produced six very relevant digital resources that give you all 
you need to strengthen the key AO1 and AO2 ideas for this subtheme. These 
resources contain all the essential primary sources students will need – this is the 
first bullet point below. You can also use the ‘Getting Started guide (second bullet 
point below under 'Digital') to guide your first presentation on Intuitionism.   The 
book by Cardinal, Jones and Hayward will strengthen and reinforce all of the above. 
Finally, to advance into more AO2 material, you can look at the ‘argument’ sections 
here http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Ethical_Intuitionism   and, more 
simply, here: http://www.bbc.co.uk/ethics/introduction/Intuitionism_1.shtml  

Books: 

• Ahluwalia, Libby. Foundation for the Study of Religion (Hodder and
Stoughton, 2001) chapter 2.1 – note, she does not mention Prichard.

• Ahluwalia, Libby and Robert Bowie. Oxford A Level Religious Studies for
OCR: Year 2 Christianity, Philosophy and Ethics – see the section on
Prichard 103-105; note this is a slightly longer on Prichard than in his Ethical
Studies.

• Bowie, Robert.  Ethical Studies 2nd edition (Cheltenham: Nelson Thornes,
2004), see pages 68-69 for a Prichard focused introduction and pages 67-
75 for Intuitionism – note this section includes  a bullet point summary of
prominent Intuitionists.

• Cardinal, Jones and Hayward. Moral Philosophy: A Guide to Ethical Theory
(Hodder Education: 2006) chapter 3 Departmental notes. This is an
excellent treatment of Prichard (150-152) in the context of a larger section
on Intuitionism.

http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Ethical_intuitionism
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ethics/introduction/intuitionism_1.shtml
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• Vardy, Peter and Grosch, Paul. The Puzzle of Ethics (Fount, 1994) chapter 7
the section on Intuitionism includes Prichard.

Digital: 

• http://resources.eduqas.co.uk/Pages/ResourceSingle.aspx?rIid=883 This set
of 6 activity-handouts covers both AO1 and AO2 elements of Intuitionism in
a spec-centered way. It will take you most of the way there – to work
through these resources with your class could take 2 hours (all valuable
time).

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-f6e44a77-bd09-4db1-
8364-863391f9c6b6/fv-e5ccf4fc-baca-4803-a4f1-
3cbe5e845e04/A%20%20Level%20Theme%20%201E%20Intuitionism%20St
arter%20Notes%20by%20gregbarkercoaching.com.pdf These starter notes
can guide your first lesson. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/4TmSMHaY0I/files/fi-394d0b51-8bc3-
46aa-bcbf-0c305ceb8665/fv-4c8efb82-7548-4d7a-a4fb-
edf2d670b296/A%20Level%20Theme%201B%20%20Intuitionism%20-
%20Pritchard%20and%20Ross%20by%20lisaidd%20(from%20TES%20Resou
rces).ppt This resource is a slide share on Prichard and Ross which covers
some of the basic AO1 and AO2 material.

• http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/Intuitionism-ethics/  A detailed overview of
Intuitionism – that goes far beyond the spec!  Read the first two paragraphs
as these are helpful. However, Prichard is not mentioned in this piece so you
can leave the rest for possible background information.

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-65fd3899-50d4-4a6d-
a2a9-3c1cf5162175/fv-844acd38-74d3-4cd0-b732-
b5f12334c6ab/A%20level%20Theme%201%20%20Meta%20Ethics%20%20Jo
n%20Mayled%20from%20RS%20Review%20April%202013.pdf This resource
has a very short (but relevant section) on Intuitionism in the context of Meta
Ethics.

• http://www.iep.utm.edu/metaethi/
Detailed internet philosophy encyclopaedia overview of meta-ethics – but
not much on Intuitionism.

• http://www.rsrevision.com/Alevel/ethics/metaethics. The section on
Intuitionism is useful as a short introduction. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-31298176-87a3-4931-8aa4-
7bf8e78abf03/fv-28c91e78-4a88-4581-a8fe-
90fabc46163f/A%20level%20Theme%201E%20Intuitionism.docx This is a
good description of Moore’s critique of naturalism – that paves the way for
Intuitionism.

• http://www.bbc.co.uk/ethics/introduction/Intuitionism_1.shtml  This BBC
article has a very short overview of Intuitionism and some very helpful AO2
critiques.

• https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=Intuitionism&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-
8&client=firefox-b-ab&gfe_rd=cr&dcr=0&ei=_kNnWoLsBa_L8ge__5uIAQ
These notes on the student room appear accurate; however, Prichard is not
mentioned.

• https://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-Intuitionism-characteristics-
strengths-weaknesses.html This is a lesson with a video that you could use in
a lesson.  It gives a clear and simple introduction to the subject in language
that students will easily grasp. Moore is mentioned but not Prichard.  If you
sign up to the site there are quizzes and worksheets. These are fine, but at
an introductory level – you will want to go beyond this material.

http://resources.eduqas.co.uk/Pages/ResourceSingle.aspx?rIid=883
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-f6e44a77-bd09-4db1-8364-863391f9c6b6/fv-e5ccf4fc-baca-4803-a4f1-3cbe5e845e04/A%20%20Level%20Theme%20%201E%20Intuitionism%20Starter%20Notes%20by%20gregbarkercoaching.com.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-f6e44a77-bd09-4db1-8364-863391f9c6b6/fv-e5ccf4fc-baca-4803-a4f1-3cbe5e845e04/A%20%20Level%20Theme%20%201E%20Intuitionism%20Starter%20Notes%20by%20gregbarkercoaching.com.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-f6e44a77-bd09-4db1-8364-863391f9c6b6/fv-e5ccf4fc-baca-4803-a4f1-3cbe5e845e04/A%20%20Level%20Theme%20%201E%20Intuitionism%20Starter%20Notes%20by%20gregbarkercoaching.com.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-f6e44a77-bd09-4db1-8364-863391f9c6b6/fv-e5ccf4fc-baca-4803-a4f1-3cbe5e845e04/A%20%20Level%20Theme%20%201E%20Intuitionism%20Starter%20Notes%20by%20gregbarkercoaching.com.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/4TmSMHaY0I/files/fi-394d0b51-8bc3-46aa-bcbf-0c305ceb8665/fv-4c8efb82-7548-4d7a-a4fb-edf2d670b296/A%20Level%20Theme%201B%20%20Intuitionism%20-%20Pritchard%20and%20Ross%20by%20lisaidd%20(from%20TES%20Resources).ppt
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/4TmSMHaY0I/files/fi-394d0b51-8bc3-46aa-bcbf-0c305ceb8665/fv-4c8efb82-7548-4d7a-a4fb-edf2d670b296/A%20Level%20Theme%201B%20%20Intuitionism%20-%20Pritchard%20and%20Ross%20by%20lisaidd%20(from%20TES%20Resources).ppt
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/4TmSMHaY0I/files/fi-394d0b51-8bc3-46aa-bcbf-0c305ceb8665/fv-4c8efb82-7548-4d7a-a4fb-edf2d670b296/A%20Level%20Theme%201B%20%20Intuitionism%20-%20Pritchard%20and%20Ross%20by%20lisaidd%20(from%20TES%20Resources).ppt
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/4TmSMHaY0I/files/fi-394d0b51-8bc3-46aa-bcbf-0c305ceb8665/fv-4c8efb82-7548-4d7a-a4fb-edf2d670b296/A%20Level%20Theme%201B%20%20Intuitionism%20-%20Pritchard%20and%20Ross%20by%20lisaidd%20(from%20TES%20Resources).ppt
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/4TmSMHaY0I/files/fi-394d0b51-8bc3-46aa-bcbf-0c305ceb8665/fv-4c8efb82-7548-4d7a-a4fb-edf2d670b296/A%20Level%20Theme%201B%20%20Intuitionism%20-%20Pritchard%20and%20Ross%20by%20lisaidd%20(from%20TES%20Resources).ppt
http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/Intuitionism-ethics/
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-65fd3899-50d4-4a6d-a2a9-3c1cf5162175/fv-844acd38-74d3-4cd0-b732-b5f12334c6ab/A%20level%20Theme%201%20%20Meta%20Ethics%20%20Jon%20Mayled%20from%20RS%20Review%20April%202013.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-65fd3899-50d4-4a6d-a2a9-3c1cf5162175/fv-844acd38-74d3-4cd0-b732-b5f12334c6ab/A%20level%20Theme%201%20%20Meta%20Ethics%20%20Jon%20Mayled%20from%20RS%20Review%20April%202013.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-65fd3899-50d4-4a6d-a2a9-3c1cf5162175/fv-844acd38-74d3-4cd0-b732-b5f12334c6ab/A%20level%20Theme%201%20%20Meta%20Ethics%20%20Jon%20Mayled%20from%20RS%20Review%20April%202013.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-65fd3899-50d4-4a6d-a2a9-3c1cf5162175/fv-844acd38-74d3-4cd0-b732-b5f12334c6ab/A%20level%20Theme%201%20%20Meta%20Ethics%20%20Jon%20Mayled%20from%20RS%20Review%20April%202013.pdf
http://www.iep.utm.edu/metaethi/
http://www.rsrevision.com/Alevel/ethics/metaethics
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-31298176-87a3-4931-8aa4-7bf8e78abf03/fv-28c91e78-4a88-4581-a8fe-90fabc46163f/A%20level%20Theme%201E%20Intuitionism.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-31298176-87a3-4931-8aa4-7bf8e78abf03/fv-28c91e78-4a88-4581-a8fe-90fabc46163f/A%20level%20Theme%201E%20Intuitionism.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-31298176-87a3-4931-8aa4-7bf8e78abf03/fv-28c91e78-4a88-4581-a8fe-90fabc46163f/A%20level%20Theme%201E%20Intuitionism.docx
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ethics/introduction/intuitionism_1.shtml
https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=intuitionism&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&client=firefox-b-ab&gfe_rd=cr&dcr=0&ei=_kNnWoLsBa_L8ge__5uIAQ
https://www.google.co.uk/search?q=intuitionism&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8&client=firefox-b-ab&gfe_rd=cr&dcr=0&ei=_kNnWoLsBa_L8ge__5uIAQ
https://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-intuitionism-characteristics-strengths-weaknesses.html
https://study.com/academy/lesson/what-is-intuitionism-characteristics-strengths-weaknesses.html
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• http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Ethical_Intuitionism  The
Argument section in this article provides some good AO2 material.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dazStoFxEyc  and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MeIYNZWjGg0 These video-slide
shows are specification centric from Philosophy Ninja – you need to
purchase the video but you can preview it first.  Very clear reference to key
AO1 and AO2 themes.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w4YbfwC9mLw introduction to what
Intuitionism is; no reference to scholars. 

Other Resources 

• ‘I Knew You Were in Trouble’ by Taylor Swift – you can use the lyrics of this
song to introduce the idea of intuition and Intuitionism.  Is Swift bearing
witness to a moral sense – a sense of right and wrong that just ‘is’ and
cannot be explained rationally?

http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Ethical_intuitionism
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dazStoFxEyc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MeIYNZWjGg0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w4YbfwC9mLw
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Specification Theme 1: Ethical Thought 

F: Meta-ethical approaches – Emotivism 

Theory that believes objective moral laws do not exist; a non-cognitivist theory; 
moral terms express personal emotional attitudes and not propositions; ethical 
terms are just expressions of personal approval (hurrah) or disapproval (boo); 
explains why people disagree about morality. A.J. Ayer - ethical statements are 
neither verifiable nor analytic; made to express joy or pain (emotion); expressed to 
be persuasive; emotivism is not subjectivism. 

Challenges: no basic moral principles can be established; ethical debate becomes a 
pointless activity; there is no universal agreement that some actions are wrong. 

Guidance for Teaching: 

Candidates should be able to confidently explain with clarity what Emotivism is 
(see Moral Philosophy: A Guide to Ethical Theory by G., Hayward, J. and Cardinal, 
D. (Hodder Murray)); they must have a good understanding of Ayer's view of
Emotivism. Candidates need to study the criticisms listed of Emotivism and have a
clear knowledge of each criticism and why it is specifically damaging to the meta-
ethical theory of Emotivism.

Useful resources 

 Essential Resources for Teaching  - Overview: 

You can use the one page ‘Emotivism – starter notes’ to guide your introduction to 
emotivism (the first bullet point below 'Digital') – or show one of the video clips 
listed below. Then, as you go deeper use the board approved resources found in 
the second bullet point under 'Digital' below. These include an activity as well as 
revision notes. Crucially, you will find all the key primary source material in a handy 
form for students.  To develop AO2 skills, the three books listed below each have 
short, readable criticisms of this theory. In addition to this, you can use the second 
page of this resource http://documents.routledge-
interactive.s3.amazonaws.com/9781138793934/A2/Moral/Emotivism.pdf to access 
AO2 issues. 

Books: 

• Bowie, Robert. Ethical Studies 2nd edition, (Cheltenham: Nelson Thornes,
2004), 76-82.  This is a good resource for both AO1 and AO2 issues.

• Jones, Cardinal and Hayward. Moral Philosophy: A Guide to Ethical (London:
Hodder, 2006), 158-164. This is a great section that covers both AO1 and
AO2 issues.

• Vardy, Peter and Grosch, Paul. The Puzzle of Ethics (London: HarperCollins,
2016), section 7. This book also covers both AO1 and AO2 areas as well as
helpfully relating Emotivism to logical positivism in some detail.

http://documents.routledge-interactive.s3.amazonaws.com/9781138793934/A2/Moral/Emotivism.pdf
http://documents.routledge-interactive.s3.amazonaws.com/9781138793934/A2/Moral/Emotivism.pdf
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Digital: 

• Emotivism Starter Notes https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-
170a28aa-dd28-4bc3-b5ac-df753bf10300/fv-c11945c2-04e0-41fd-92ac-
8b132c7eb3ba/A%20%20Level%20Theme%201F%20Emotivism%20Starter%
20Notes%20by%20gregbarkercoaching.com.pdf A resource to guide you in
your first lesson on this subject. 

• http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2015-16/15-
16_18/PDFs/Unit%204/U4._Emotivism_revision_notes.pdf The board
produced resource has five downloadable sheets as well as an interactive
session on Emotivism. It contains both revision notes as well as all the main
primary quotations students need to know.

• http://documents.routledge-
interactive.s3.amazonaws.com/9781138793934/A2/Moral/Emotivism.pdf
This is a very good two-page Pdf which covers both AO1 and AO2 on
emotivism.

• http://www.bbc.co.uk/ethics/introduction/emotivism_1.shtml be a little
careful with this – it is a simple introduction but one of the arguments used
against emotivism is that it is unpopular today amongst scholars – that is
not a developed argument.

• https://www.iep.utm.edu/eth-expr/ this article is way more advanced than
you need.  Interestingly, Emotivism is here seen as part of an ethical family
named ‘Ethical Expressivism’ – a good term to use!

• https://www.britannica.com/biography/A-J-Ayer doesn’t mention
emotivism - but an accurate brief intro to his contribution to philosophy
(good to know context!)

• http://www.rsrevision.com/Alevel/ethics/metaethics/index.htm short, but
show the relationship between Ayer and Stevenson (though Stevenson
does not, strictly speaking need to be known; his view is useful for an AO2
response)

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-1f2632aa-ea52-43db-ab16-
4afa49bcbab1/fv-dde4429f-e1aa-4863-b005-
a206728d2b52/A%20level%20Theme%201F%20Emotivism.docx Strong
AO1 and AO2 summaries that students can grasp. 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=oytHkxtQ3Dk  this
excerpt (of a longer video for purchase) is relevant for your students.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BIK4n3oYfrs very informed 40-minute
video on Emotivism. 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLcwpDvEwiI basic introduction to
Emotivism. 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i2h5MvTkObM Solid introduction from
a university lecturer – go to about 9 minute 45 second mark for a discussion
on Emotivism.

Other Resources 

• Emotivism: ‘So Emotional’ by Whitney Houston. You can use the lyrics of the
song to ask if the views on love and attraction have any reality outside of
emotion? Is the regret expressed in this song also emotional rather than
‘moral’?

• http://www.philosophyexperiments.com/cat/Default.aspx this is an
interactive ethical ‘game’ that involves a ‘Yukometer’; this can easily be used
to point out how morality can be emotive.

https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-170a28aa-dd28-4bc3-b5ac-df753bf10300/fv-c11945c2-04e0-41fd-92ac-8b132c7eb3ba/A%20%20Level%20Theme%201F%20Emotivism%20Starter%20Notes%20by%20gregbarkercoaching.com.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-170a28aa-dd28-4bc3-b5ac-df753bf10300/fv-c11945c2-04e0-41fd-92ac-8b132c7eb3ba/A%20%20Level%20Theme%201F%20Emotivism%20Starter%20Notes%20by%20gregbarkercoaching.com.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-170a28aa-dd28-4bc3-b5ac-df753bf10300/fv-c11945c2-04e0-41fd-92ac-8b132c7eb3ba/A%20%20Level%20Theme%201F%20Emotivism%20Starter%20Notes%20by%20gregbarkercoaching.com.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-170a28aa-dd28-4bc3-b5ac-df753bf10300/fv-c11945c2-04e0-41fd-92ac-8b132c7eb3ba/A%20%20Level%20Theme%201F%20Emotivism%20Starter%20Notes%20by%20gregbarkercoaching.com.pdf
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2015-16/15-16_18/PDFs/Unit%204/U4._Emotivism_revision_notes.pdf
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2015-16/15-16_18/PDFs/Unit%204/U4._Emotivism_revision_notes.pdf
http://documents.routledge-interactive.s3.amazonaws.com/9781138793934/A2/Moral/Emotivism.pdf
http://documents.routledge-interactive.s3.amazonaws.com/9781138793934/A2/Moral/Emotivism.pdf
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ethics/introduction/emotivism_1.shtml
https://www.iep.utm.edu/eth-expr/
https://www.britannica.com/biography/A-J-Ayer
http://www.rsrevision.com/Alevel/ethics/metaethics/index.htm
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-1f2632aa-ea52-43db-ab16-4afa49bcbab1/fv-dde4429f-e1aa-4863-b005-a206728d2b52/A%20level%20Theme%201F%20Emotivism.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-1f2632aa-ea52-43db-ab16-4afa49bcbab1/fv-dde4429f-e1aa-4863-b005-a206728d2b52/A%20level%20Theme%201F%20Emotivism.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Y3l7O/files/fi-1f2632aa-ea52-43db-ab16-4afa49bcbab1/fv-dde4429f-e1aa-4863-b005-a206728d2b52/A%20level%20Theme%201F%20Emotivism.docx
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=3&v=oytHkxtQ3Dk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BIK4n3oYfrs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tLcwpDvEwiI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i2h5MvTkObM
http://www.philosophyexperiments.com/cat/Default.aspx
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Specification Theme 2: Deontological Ethics 

D: John Finnis’ Development of Natural Law 

Development of the seven basic human goods (life, knowledge, friendship, play, 
aesthetic experience, practical reasonableness and religion); distinction between 
theoretical / practical reason; Nine Requirements of Practical Reason (view life as a 
whole, no arbitrary preference amongst values, basic goods apply equally to all, do 
not become obsessed with a particular project, use 
effort to improve, plan your actions to do the most good, never harm a basic good, 
foster common good in the community and act in your own conscience and 
authority); the common good and the need for authority. 

Guidance for Teaching: 

Candidates should be able to explain all seven of Finnis’ basic human goods; the 
distinction between theoretical and practical reason; the nine requirements of 
practical reason; what Finnis meant by the ‘common good’ and finally Finnis’ 
concession that there is a need for authority. 

Useful resources 

 Essential Resources for Teaching  - Overview: 

There are plenty of very good resources available online for John Finnis. There are 
worksheets available on the digital resources page for the exam board and these 
are listed in bullet points 3, 4 and 5 on the Resources for Teaching – Digital. Once 
students have learned the basics of Finnis’ theory, application is easy using film 
extracts such as the ones listed under Other Resources. The American series – The 
100 throws up good ethical conundrums in every episode - many of which have 
application to capital punishment or immigration since the premise includes 
distinct groups of people fighting over limited resources and land. There are some 
lesson plans available on the board scheme of work which is noted on the first 
bullet point under Other Resources. In terms of helping with AO2 Issues, this 
resource suggests a lesson plan to encourage students to draw out some of the 
main strengths and weaknesses to Finnis’ Natural Law theory. 

Books: 

In addition to Finnis’ books (which are long), he has written a short summary article 
of his views:    

Finnis, John  ‘Natural Law’ in Edward Craig, ed., Routledge Encyclopaedia of 
Philosophy vol.6 (London & NY: Routledge, 1998), pp. 685-690 

Digital: 

• https://hughmccarthylawscienceasc.wordpress.com/2015/01/03/a-
summary-of-johnfinniss-theory-of-natural-law/ A good overview of Finnis’
version of Natural Law 

• http://drmyrawilliamson.com/lectures/johnfinnis.pdf A good overview of
Finnis’ version of Natural Law  

https://hughmccarthylawscienceasc.wordpress.com/2015/01/03/a-summary-of-johnfinniss-theory-of-natural-law/
https://hughmccarthylawscienceasc.wordpress.com/2015/01/03/a-summary-of-johnfinniss-theory-of-natural-law/
http://drmyrawilliamson.com/lectures/johnfinnis.pdf
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• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-7349a791-ad06-4a53-
bbb0-4f1d51b268c7/fv-81a52a84-76b7-4f08-b9be-
e30ccecad067/A%20Level%20Theme%202D%20Finnis%20Basic%20Goods
%20Handout%20by%20duckboytom%20(from%20TES%20Resources).docx
Great printable worksheet on Finnis’ seven basic goods (by duckboytom on
TES resources).

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-216479b7-7345-4294-
bf3c-fecd46ccc42a/fv-4bad70b3-0b05-4812-b60d-
b0988b08ed46/A%20level%20Theme%202D%20John%20Finnis'%20Natur
al%20Law%20from%20Hugh%20McCarthy's%20ASC%20Blog.docx Brilliant
notes on Finnis that could be given out to students from Hugh McCarthy’s
ASC blog.

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-41c06f1d-c859-4b13-aa36-
aabc284e4694/fv-ff4148db-175e-43af-96a8-
92d51205e1f1/A%20Level%20Theme%202D%20John%20Finnis'%20Natural
%20Law%20notes%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx Some wonderful notes
for students on Finnis by Mark Lambe. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-ba726528-bc19-45df-
9c76-12208ca6b217/fv-21ea941d-6d6c-4d3d-90aa-
7347bbf252a4/A%20level%202D%20Finnis%20poster%20by%20Clare%20L
loyd%20(httpswww.philosophyninja.co.uk).pub Mind-mapping idea and
Exemplar poster from Philosophy Ninja. 

• https://www.academia.edu/6554764/John_Finnis_Natural_Law_a_quick_su
mmary?auto=download A summary of Finnis’ by Noraini Rosali

• http://www.bdes.org.uk/uploads/7/2/8/5/72851667/starting_a_level_rs_not
es_2017.pdf Notes from Vardy from the Candle Conferences looking at
Finnis’ Natural Law.

• http://www.iep.utm.edu/natlaw/ The Internet Encyclopaedia of Philosophy
has a short section on Finnis. 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnpnKQE_1G0 John Finnis himself
talking about Natural Law theory (5 mins) 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GvFlN-p-g8Y Finnis explaining how to
discern basic goods  (4 mins). 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5O2WWLrNCvE&t=66s Finnis
explaining how morality relates to basic goods. (3 mins). 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-6c085191-572e-4fb0-b376-
21d9259e8137/fv-5db275a3-3576-4588-9baa-
62fc5f3ba062/A%20Level%20Theme%202%20Natural%20Law%20-
%20Gotham%20Series%203.mp4 Extract from the Gotham Series which has
Bruce Wane discussing absolute Laws with Albert.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAL2NMjGfL8 Scene from The 100
where Clarke kills her friend instead of rescuing him to prevent him from
being tortured by their enemies and to ensure his crime was paid for in the
eyes of their enemies. Could lead into a discussion over whether it is ever
acceptable to take a life. (Every episode of The 100 deals with ethical issues
like these).

Other Resources 

• http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-
18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf Scheme of work with teaching ideas look
at page 9 in particular. 

https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-7349a791-ad06-4a53-bbb0-4f1d51b268c7/fv-81a52a84-76b7-4f08-b9be-e30ccecad067/A%20Level%20Theme%202D%20Finnis%20Basic%20Goods%20Handout%20by%20duckboytom%20(from%20TES%20Resources).docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-7349a791-ad06-4a53-bbb0-4f1d51b268c7/fv-81a52a84-76b7-4f08-b9be-e30ccecad067/A%20Level%20Theme%202D%20Finnis%20Basic%20Goods%20Handout%20by%20duckboytom%20(from%20TES%20Resources).docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-7349a791-ad06-4a53-bbb0-4f1d51b268c7/fv-81a52a84-76b7-4f08-b9be-e30ccecad067/A%20Level%20Theme%202D%20Finnis%20Basic%20Goods%20Handout%20by%20duckboytom%20(from%20TES%20Resources).docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-7349a791-ad06-4a53-bbb0-4f1d51b268c7/fv-81a52a84-76b7-4f08-b9be-e30ccecad067/A%20Level%20Theme%202D%20Finnis%20Basic%20Goods%20Handout%20by%20duckboytom%20(from%20TES%20Resources).docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-216479b7-7345-4294-bf3c-fecd46ccc42a/fv-4bad70b3-0b05-4812-b60d-b0988b08ed46/A%20level%20Theme%202D%20John%20Finnis'%20Natural%20Law%20from%20Hugh%20McCarthy's%20ASC%20Blog.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-216479b7-7345-4294-bf3c-fecd46ccc42a/fv-4bad70b3-0b05-4812-b60d-b0988b08ed46/A%20level%20Theme%202D%20John%20Finnis'%20Natural%20Law%20from%20Hugh%20McCarthy's%20ASC%20Blog.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-216479b7-7345-4294-bf3c-fecd46ccc42a/fv-4bad70b3-0b05-4812-b60d-b0988b08ed46/A%20level%20Theme%202D%20John%20Finnis'%20Natural%20Law%20from%20Hugh%20McCarthy's%20ASC%20Blog.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-216479b7-7345-4294-bf3c-fecd46ccc42a/fv-4bad70b3-0b05-4812-b60d-b0988b08ed46/A%20level%20Theme%202D%20John%20Finnis'%20Natural%20Law%20from%20Hugh%20McCarthy's%20ASC%20Blog.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-41c06f1d-c859-4b13-aa36-aabc284e4694/fv-ff4148db-175e-43af-96a8-92d51205e1f1/A%20Level%20Theme%202D%20John%20Finnis'%20Natural%20Law%20notes%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-41c06f1d-c859-4b13-aa36-aabc284e4694/fv-ff4148db-175e-43af-96a8-92d51205e1f1/A%20Level%20Theme%202D%20John%20Finnis'%20Natural%20Law%20notes%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-41c06f1d-c859-4b13-aa36-aabc284e4694/fv-ff4148db-175e-43af-96a8-92d51205e1f1/A%20Level%20Theme%202D%20John%20Finnis'%20Natural%20Law%20notes%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-41c06f1d-c859-4b13-aa36-aabc284e4694/fv-ff4148db-175e-43af-96a8-92d51205e1f1/A%20Level%20Theme%202D%20John%20Finnis'%20Natural%20Law%20notes%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-ba726528-bc19-45df-9c76-12208ca6b217/fv-21ea941d-6d6c-4d3d-90aa-7347bbf252a4/A%20level%202D%20Finnis%20poster%20by%20Clare%20Lloyd%20(httpswww.philosophyninja.co.uk).pub
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-ba726528-bc19-45df-9c76-12208ca6b217/fv-21ea941d-6d6c-4d3d-90aa-7347bbf252a4/A%20level%202D%20Finnis%20poster%20by%20Clare%20Lloyd%20(httpswww.philosophyninja.co.uk).pub
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-ba726528-bc19-45df-9c76-12208ca6b217/fv-21ea941d-6d6c-4d3d-90aa-7347bbf252a4/A%20level%202D%20Finnis%20poster%20by%20Clare%20Lloyd%20(httpswww.philosophyninja.co.uk).pub
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-ba726528-bc19-45df-9c76-12208ca6b217/fv-21ea941d-6d6c-4d3d-90aa-7347bbf252a4/A%20level%202D%20Finnis%20poster%20by%20Clare%20Lloyd%20(httpswww.philosophyninja.co.uk).pub
https://www.academia.edu/6554764/John_Finnis_Natural_Law_a_quick_summary?auto=download
https://www.academia.edu/6554764/John_Finnis_Natural_Law_a_quick_summary?auto=download
http://www.bdes.org.uk/uploads/7/2/8/5/72851667/starting_a_level_rs_notes_2017.pdf
http://www.bdes.org.uk/uploads/7/2/8/5/72851667/starting_a_level_rs_notes_2017.pdf
http://www.iep.utm.edu/natlaw/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fnpnKQE_1G0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GvFlN-p-g8Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5O2WWLrNCvE&t=66s
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-6c085191-572e-4fb0-b376-21d9259e8137/fv-5db275a3-3576-4588-9baa-62fc5f3ba062/A%20Level%20Theme%202%20Natural%20Law%20-%20Gotham%20Series%203.mp4
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-6c085191-572e-4fb0-b376-21d9259e8137/fv-5db275a3-3576-4588-9baa-62fc5f3ba062/A%20Level%20Theme%202%20Natural%20Law%20-%20Gotham%20Series%203.mp4
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-6c085191-572e-4fb0-b376-21d9259e8137/fv-5db275a3-3576-4588-9baa-62fc5f3ba062/A%20Level%20Theme%202%20Natural%20Law%20-%20Gotham%20Series%203.mp4
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-6c085191-572e-4fb0-b376-21d9259e8137/fv-5db275a3-3576-4588-9baa-62fc5f3ba062/A%20Level%20Theme%202%20Natural%20Law%20-%20Gotham%20Series%203.mp4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAL2NMjGfL8
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf
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Specification Theme 2: Deontological Ethics 

E: Bernard Hoose’s overview of the Proportionalist debate 

As a hybrid of Natural Law, a deontological / teleological ethic; a Proportionalist 
maxim (‘it is never right to go against a principle unless there is a proportionate 
reason which would justify it’); distinction between an evil moral act (an immoral 
act) and pre-moral/ontic evil; distinction between a good act (an act that follows 
the moral rule) and a right act (an act that is not necessarily a good act, but 
creates the lesser of two evils); proportionality based on agape. 

Guidance for Teaching: 

Candidates should be able to explain how Proportionalism developed Natural Law 
(some useful information can be found in The Puzzle of Ethics, Chapter 4 by Peter 
Vardy and Paul Grosch (HarperCollins)); Proportionalism as a hybrid 
deontological / teleological ethic based on the maxim ‘it is not right to go against a 
principle (deontological) unless there is a proportionate reason which would justify 
it (teleological); how Proportionalists differentiate between an evil moral act and 
pre-moral/ontic evil; a right act and a good act. Finally, candidates should 
understand that proportionality, according to Proportionalists, should be based on 
agape (altruistic love). 

Useful resources 

 Essential Resources for Teaching  - Overview: 

There many resources for Proportionalism especially those that can be found on 
Hightail – the Eduqas resource share site. Those outlined in bullet points three, six 
and ten are particularly useful. To begin developing AO2 skills in this area, look at 
the Eduqas scheme of work listed in 'Other Resources', There is a lesson plan 
suggested which will help students to identify some of the key challenges and 
strengths to Proportionalism. 

Digital: 

• http://www.slideshare.net/aquinas_rs/proportionalism  A good
introduction to Proportionalism. 

• http://www.rsrevision.com/Alevel/ethics/religious_ethics/ A brief outline
on Proportionalism. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/gBbYA9muGi/files/fi-a3619c77-23a4-
4d0b-9cde-edfde86f721f/fv-f43d302a-9ae3-4c0f-8a33-
fd7b567c18c5/A%20Level%20Them%202B%20&%202C%20Proportionalism
%20notes%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx  Some really helpful notes for
students on Hoose by Mark Lambe. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/gBbYA9muGi/files/fi-c9087e22-2e7d-
47be-9401-185273b103e3/fv-7f15d3f4-a809-4d80-9c53-
cdad3184beb5/A%20Level%20Theme%202B%20Proportionalism%20by%2
0Leslea_Thomas%20from%20TES%20Resources.pptx Power point on
Proportionalism from TES resources by Leslea_Thomas.

• http://www.thetablet.co.uk/student-zone/ethics/natural-
law/proportionalism A good article from The Tablet on Proportionalism.

http://www.slideshare.net/aquinas_rs/proportionalism
http://www.rsrevision.com/Alevel/ethics/religious_ethics/
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/gBbYA9muGi/files/fi-a3619c77-23a4-4d0b-9cde-edfde86f721f/fv-f43d302a-9ae3-4c0f-8a33-fd7b567c18c5/A%20Level%20Them%202B%20&%202C%20Proportionalism%20notes%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/gBbYA9muGi/files/fi-a3619c77-23a4-4d0b-9cde-edfde86f721f/fv-f43d302a-9ae3-4c0f-8a33-fd7b567c18c5/A%20Level%20Them%202B%20&%202C%20Proportionalism%20notes%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/gBbYA9muGi/files/fi-a3619c77-23a4-4d0b-9cde-edfde86f721f/fv-f43d302a-9ae3-4c0f-8a33-fd7b567c18c5/A%20Level%20Them%202B%20&%202C%20Proportionalism%20notes%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/gBbYA9muGi/files/fi-a3619c77-23a4-4d0b-9cde-edfde86f721f/fv-f43d302a-9ae3-4c0f-8a33-fd7b567c18c5/A%20Level%20Them%202B%20&%202C%20Proportionalism%20notes%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/gBbYA9muGi/files/fi-c9087e22-2e7d-47be-9401-185273b103e3/fv-7f15d3f4-a809-4d80-9c53-cdad3184beb5/A%20Level%20Theme%202B%20Proportionalism%20by%20Leslea_Thomas%20from%20TES%20Resources.pptx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/gBbYA9muGi/files/fi-c9087e22-2e7d-47be-9401-185273b103e3/fv-7f15d3f4-a809-4d80-9c53-cdad3184beb5/A%20Level%20Theme%202B%20Proportionalism%20by%20Leslea_Thomas%20from%20TES%20Resources.pptx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/gBbYA9muGi/files/fi-c9087e22-2e7d-47be-9401-185273b103e3/fv-7f15d3f4-a809-4d80-9c53-cdad3184beb5/A%20Level%20Theme%202B%20Proportionalism%20by%20Leslea_Thomas%20from%20TES%20Resources.pptx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/gBbYA9muGi/files/fi-c9087e22-2e7d-47be-9401-185273b103e3/fv-7f15d3f4-a809-4d80-9c53-cdad3184beb5/A%20Level%20Theme%202B%20Proportionalism%20by%20Leslea_Thomas%20from%20TES%20Resources.pptx
http://www.thetablet.co.uk/student-zone/ethics/natural-law/proportionalism
http://www.thetablet.co.uk/student-zone/ethics/natural-law/proportionalism
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• https://www.hoddereducation.co.uk/media/Documents/RS/4_Normative_e
thical_theories_Natural_moral_law.pdf General look at Proportionalism
from Hodder. 

• https://prezi.com/scfrptnmnzkd/proportionalism/ A prezi on
Proportionalism in general. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/gBbYA9muGi/files/fi-60803e41-9586-
4f3a-be76-1214299482b8/fv-56cc0b8b-38b9-4497-b427-
b26f1502b870/A%20level%20Theme%202B%20Proportionalism%20good%
20%20v%20right.doc  Some notes from Hightail on Proportionalism – Good
vs Right. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/gBbYA9muGi/files/fi-0ba45129-6da1-
4078-874c-886407505223/fv-385ce462-15c0-475c-990b-
1201149b74ff/A%20level%20Theme%202B%20Proportionalism.doc Some
notes and tasks regarding Hoose and Proportionalism. 

• http://www.bdes.org.uk/uploads/7/2/8/5/72851667/starting_a_level_rs_not
es_2017.pdf Notes from Vardy’s Candle Conferences on Hoose and
Proportionalism.

• http://learn.surbitonhigh.com/wp-
content/uploads/sites/132/2016/09/Proportionalism-information.pps Useful
PowerPoint from Socratic Ideas regarding Hoose and Proportionalism.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=94pOP3wYwN4 – a basic definition of
Proportionalism and explanation of it. 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vo4Fdf7E0w The Good Place – Killing
Janet. The Good Place, does not discuss Proportionalism directly but there
are several very good ethical scenarios that could be used as a way into
discussion about how to weigh up whether there is ever a proportional
reason for breaking an absolute rule. Chidi often struggles with this very
question especially in series 2.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7IPrB70P_Vw  Either of these clips
could be used to discuss whether or not a proportional reason can be found
for killing another being. In the first clip Janet was being killed to save
Michael. In the second she is being killed to preserve the lies of Michael and
the four humans. If there is a proportionate reason to kill her, is it balanced
out by the fact that she seems human, or that they are friends?

Other Resources 

• http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-
18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf Scheme of work with teaching ideas look
at page 1-11 in particular. 

https://www.hoddereducation.co.uk/media/Documents/RS/4_Normative_ethical_theories_Natural_moral_law.pdf
https://www.hoddereducation.co.uk/media/Documents/RS/4_Normative_ethical_theories_Natural_moral_law.pdf
https://prezi.com/scfrptnmnzkd/proportionalism/
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/gBbYA9muGi/files/fi-60803e41-9586-4f3a-be76-1214299482b8/fv-56cc0b8b-38b9-4497-b427-b26f1502b870/A%20level%20Theme%202B%20Proportionalism%20good%20%20v%20right.doc
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/gBbYA9muGi/files/fi-60803e41-9586-4f3a-be76-1214299482b8/fv-56cc0b8b-38b9-4497-b427-b26f1502b870/A%20level%20Theme%202B%20Proportionalism%20good%20%20v%20right.doc
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/gBbYA9muGi/files/fi-60803e41-9586-4f3a-be76-1214299482b8/fv-56cc0b8b-38b9-4497-b427-b26f1502b870/A%20level%20Theme%202B%20Proportionalism%20good%20%20v%20right.doc
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/gBbYA9muGi/files/fi-60803e41-9586-4f3a-be76-1214299482b8/fv-56cc0b8b-38b9-4497-b427-b26f1502b870/A%20level%20Theme%202B%20Proportionalism%20good%20%20v%20right.doc
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/gBbYA9muGi/files/fi-0ba45129-6da1-4078-874c-886407505223/fv-385ce462-15c0-475c-990b-1201149b74ff/A%20level%20Theme%202B%20Proportionalism.doc
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/gBbYA9muGi/files/fi-0ba45129-6da1-4078-874c-886407505223/fv-385ce462-15c0-475c-990b-1201149b74ff/A%20level%20Theme%202B%20Proportionalism.doc
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/gBbYA9muGi/files/fi-0ba45129-6da1-4078-874c-886407505223/fv-385ce462-15c0-475c-990b-1201149b74ff/A%20level%20Theme%202B%20Proportionalism.doc
http://www.bdes.org.uk/uploads/7/2/8/5/72851667/starting_a_level_rs_notes_2017.pdf
http://www.bdes.org.uk/uploads/7/2/8/5/72851667/starting_a_level_rs_notes_2017.pdf
http://learn.surbitonhigh.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/132/2016/09/Proportionalism-information.pps
http://learn.surbitonhigh.com/wp-content/uploads/sites/132/2016/09/Proportionalism-information.pps
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=94pOP3wYwN4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6vo4Fdf7E0w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7IPrB70P_Vw
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf
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Specification Theme 2: Deontological Ethics 

F: Finnis' Natural Law and Proportionalism: application of the theory 

The application of Finnis’ Natural Law and Proportionalism to both of the issues 
listed below: 

1. Immigration
2. Capital Punishment

Guidance for Teaching: 

Candidates need to apply the theory they have learnt in sections 2D and 2E to both 
ethical issues of immigration and capital punishment. A detailed overview of how 
the various aspects of Finnis’ Natural Law (with reference to the appropriate 
elements of the seven basic human goods, the nine requirements of practical 
reason and the common good) and Proportionalism (only breaking 
a principle if there is a proportionate reason and based on agape love) apply to 
these two ethical issues is needed. Candidates should focus on the application of 
the theory to the issues and not on a broad and detailed description of the ethical 
issues themselves. 

Useful resources 

 Essential Resources for Teaching  - Overview: 

You will want to have examples for the issues above – but the key is not to give 
detailed explanations of the examples themselves but to focus on applying the 
theory.  In other words, what the board are looking for here is not one concrete 
answer from each theory when applied to each of these two issues, but rather the 
ability of the candidate to apply the theory to an example they have chosen. For a 
Proportionalist for example each case would be treated uniquely. There are times 
when one form of immigration (such as controlled) could be the right thing to do 
and others where it would not. 

There are several resources that can help you do this. The first two bullet points in 
Resources for Teaching – Digital are very useful, specific applications of Hoose and 
Finnis to the issues of Immigration and Capital Punishment. These are the best 
resources to use for students and teachers to work from. The third bullet point in 
this section also lists some of the important ideas that could be addressed by 
students when they are applying Finnis and Proportionalism to these issues. 

Books: 

If you are concerned about which issues might be brought up when discussing 
immigration or Capital punishment, then here are some books that might help you 
to identify the issues so that students can go on an apply the theories. Glover for 
example does not mention Finnis or Proportionalism, but does have a chapter on 
capital punishment which draws out some issues. There are no hard copy 
resources at present that deal specifically with Hoose and Proportionalism on 
Immigration and capital punishment. 
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• Brooks, Thom.  Punishment (Oxon: Routledge, 2012) This contains case
studies and looks at capital punishment in particular (p151ff) It considers
issues such as whether we have a right to execute criminals. It is possible
to read section of this on Amazon ‘Look Inside’

• Carens, Joseph H. The Ethics of Immigration (New York: OUP 2013) This
book contains some great case studies of people in different situation
such as refugees, asylum (p192ff) , irregular migrants (p129ff)and so on.
This can be seen on Amazon ‘Look Inside’ and would be useful for
students to apply Finnis and Hoose to.

• Glover, Jonathan. Causing Death and Saving Lives. (London: Penguin,
1990) p228-250 This chapter is entitled Execution and Assassination and
specifically addresses absolutist cases against capital punishment as well
as reasons for execution. It is worth buying a copy because it also deals
with other issues on the spec such as abortion, euthanasia and war.

• Wellman, Christopher Heath and Cole, Phillip  Debating the Ethics of
Immigration: Is There a Right to Exclude? (Debating Ethics) (New York:
OUP, 2011) This book takes a philosophical look at immigration and
whether countries have a right to exclude (p13ff) as well as a case for
open borders. (p159ff.) This is more appropriate for teachers than
students as it does not address Hoose of Finnis, only Immigration.

Digital: 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-41c06f1d-c859-4b13-aa36-
aabc284e4694/fv-ff4148db-175e-43af-96a8-
92d51205e1f1/A%20Level%20Theme%202D%20John%20Finnis'%20Natural
%20Law%20notes%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx Application of Finnis to
immigration and capital punishment. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-102dc06d-be5f-48d7-
9fd6-dca1097a4707/fv-35fa9921-12db-47c3-a805-
478b6f75cb56/A%20Level%20Them%202E%20&%202F%20Proportionalis
m%20notes%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx Application of Hoose to
immigration and capital punishment. 

• https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/immigration/ Stanford Encyclopaedia of
Philosophy looks at Immigration 

• http://www.bbc.co.uk/ethics/capitalpunishment/ BBC Ethics Guide to
Capital Punishment. 

• http://www.equip.org/article/the-ethics-of-capital-punishment/  An article
by the Christian Research Institute that raises some useful issues.

• http://theconversation.com/death-penalty-is-capital-punishment-morally-
justified-42970 An academic discussion article regarding the reasons for
capital punishment.

• https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-1-4020-2554-9_5 For teacher
use rather than student use. On Proportionalism and penal practice. A
chapter from (2004) Proportionalism and Penal Practice. In: The Ethics Of
Proportionate Punishment. Library of Ethics And Applied Philosophy, vol
16. Springer, Dordrecht.

https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-41c06f1d-c859-4b13-aa36-aabc284e4694/fv-ff4148db-175e-43af-96a8-92d51205e1f1/A%20Level%20Theme%202D%20John%20Finnis'%20Natural%20Law%20notes%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-41c06f1d-c859-4b13-aa36-aabc284e4694/fv-ff4148db-175e-43af-96a8-92d51205e1f1/A%20Level%20Theme%202D%20John%20Finnis'%20Natural%20Law%20notes%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-41c06f1d-c859-4b13-aa36-aabc284e4694/fv-ff4148db-175e-43af-96a8-92d51205e1f1/A%20Level%20Theme%202D%20John%20Finnis'%20Natural%20Law%20notes%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-41c06f1d-c859-4b13-aa36-aabc284e4694/fv-ff4148db-175e-43af-96a8-92d51205e1f1/A%20Level%20Theme%202D%20John%20Finnis'%20Natural%20Law%20notes%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-102dc06d-be5f-48d7-9fd6-dca1097a4707/fv-35fa9921-12db-47c3-a805-478b6f75cb56/A%20Level%20Them%202E%20&%202F%20Proportionalism%20notes%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-102dc06d-be5f-48d7-9fd6-dca1097a4707/fv-35fa9921-12db-47c3-a805-478b6f75cb56/A%20Level%20Them%202E%20&%202F%20Proportionalism%20notes%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-102dc06d-be5f-48d7-9fd6-dca1097a4707/fv-35fa9921-12db-47c3-a805-478b6f75cb56/A%20Level%20Them%202E%20&%202F%20Proportionalism%20notes%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/o45hI/files/fi-102dc06d-be5f-48d7-9fd6-dca1097a4707/fv-35fa9921-12db-47c3-a805-478b6f75cb56/A%20Level%20Them%202E%20&%202F%20Proportionalism%20notes%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/immigration/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ethics/capitalpunishment/
http://www.equip.org/article/the-ethics-of-capital-punishment/
http://theconversation.com/death-penalty-is-capital-punishment-morally-justified-42970
http://theconversation.com/death-penalty-is-capital-punishment-morally-justified-42970
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-1-4020-2554-9_5
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None of the resources below refer specifically to Finnis or Proportionalism but 
would help when discussing some of the issues surrounding Capital Punishment 
and Immigration so that students can apply them to Hoose or Proportionalism. 

• https://study.com/academy/lesson/the-ethics-of-migration-policies.html
A video from Study.com on the ethics of immigration. This is a great
starter video to introduce the issues around Immigration but will need to
you create an account to watch the full film.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NpM4A7MSN_s Ethics and the
Death Penalty (10 minutes). This film might help students to consider the
materials useful for AO2. Absolutism is mentioned but not Finnis
specifically. It helps students consider whether they are being consistent
in their application of Natural Law.

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0CTHVCkm90 A crash course
video on Justice which might be useful because it goes through the
reasons for punishment. (10 mins) This could help to inform students
regarding why capital punishment might be a good / bad thing. It might
help to fuel AO2 material.

• https://www.theguardian.com/law/2017/feb/03/neil-gorsuch-mentor-
john-finnis-compared-gay-sex-to-bestiality This link is to a recent news
story in The Guardian which addresses some of Finnis’ views. About half
way through it turns to some of his comments on immigration and so
students could be asked to use Natural Law to justify Finnis’ comments.

None of the following resources have any mention of Finnis or Proportionalism, 
but would help to discuss some of the issues surrounding Capital Punishment 
and Immigration so that students can apply them to Proportionalism or Finnis. 

• https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/jan/22/uk-home-office-
tells-stateless-man-go-home A recent newspaper story about the issue
of statelessness and gives examples of some of the difficulties that
immigrants might face in the UK. This could be a useful stimulus for
discussion about how Finnis’ Natural Law would deal with him. It might
help to demonstrate weaknesses in his theory.

• https://www.migrationwatchuk.org/what-is-the-problem A website that
looks at the problems of immigration and possible solutions. It does not
mention Finnis or Hoose, but is useful for raising awareness of some of
the issues that need to be dealt with by an ethical theory commenting on
Immigration. It could lead to observation of strengths and weaknesses in
the theory.

• https://www.amnesty.org.uk/issues/death-penalty?&gclid=Cj0KCQiA-
qDTBRD-
ARIsAJ_10yLr29LKA6mxOM83crjpfQHdoBbXgJozr3O1Tgpb4qyCReGFv
7j82GgaAmSSEALw_wcB Amnesty International has some case studies
regarding capital punishment that might be useful stimulus material for
discussion. Ask students to apply Hoose or Finnis to a case and see how
their theories would address the cases.

• https://www.theguardian.com/world/capital-punishment The guardian
has a number of recent news stories that could act as case studies to
apply Finnis and Hoose.

• https://deathpenalty.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=002000
Some detailed arguments for and against capital punishment. Focussed
on the US. This could be useful for highlighting some of the main issues
that might be drawn out but doesn’t mention Finnis or Hoose.

• http://www.capitalpunishmentuk.org/thoughts.html An outline of
arguments for and against capital punishment, useful for highlighting
some main issues that need addressing.

https://study.com/academy/lesson/the-ethics-of-migration-policies.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NpM4A7MSN_s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0CTHVCkm90
https://www.theguardian.com/law/2017/feb/03/neil-gorsuch-mentor-john-finnis-compared-gay-sex-to-bestiality
https://www.theguardian.com/law/2017/feb/03/neil-gorsuch-mentor-john-finnis-compared-gay-sex-to-bestiality
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/jan/22/uk-home-office-tells-stateless-man-go-home
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2018/jan/22/uk-home-office-tells-stateless-man-go-home
https://www.migrationwatchuk.org/what-is-the-problem
https://www.amnesty.org.uk/issues/death-penalty?&gclid=Cj0KCQiA-qDTBRD-ARIsAJ_10yLr29LKA6mxOM83crjpfQHdoBbXgJozr3O1Tgpb4qyCReGFv7j82GgaAmSSEALw_wcB
https://www.amnesty.org.uk/issues/death-penalty?&gclid=Cj0KCQiA-qDTBRD-ARIsAJ_10yLr29LKA6mxOM83crjpfQHdoBbXgJozr3O1Tgpb4qyCReGFv7j82GgaAmSSEALw_wcB
https://www.amnesty.org.uk/issues/death-penalty?&gclid=Cj0KCQiA-qDTBRD-ARIsAJ_10yLr29LKA6mxOM83crjpfQHdoBbXgJozr3O1Tgpb4qyCReGFv7j82GgaAmSSEALw_wcB
https://www.amnesty.org.uk/issues/death-penalty?&gclid=Cj0KCQiA-qDTBRD-ARIsAJ_10yLr29LKA6mxOM83crjpfQHdoBbXgJozr3O1Tgpb4qyCReGFv7j82GgaAmSSEALw_wcB
https://www.theguardian.com/world/capital-punishment
https://deathpenalty.procon.org/view.resource.php?resourceID=002000
http://www.capitalpunishmentuk.org/thoughts.html
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Other Resources  

•  http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-
18/17-18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf . Scheme of work with teaching 
ideas look at page 12-13 in particular. 
 

• Die Trying – New Model Army written by Justin Sullivan (From the album 
‘Winter’ Attack Attack Music 2016) This song is specifically written about 
immigration, focusing upon the desperation of refugees and migrants 
trying to reach somewhere safe. This could be played as students are 
coming in to the classroom, or at the start of a lesson with the lyrics 
visible to provoke thoughts for discussion. For the lyrics try: 
https://www.newmodelarmy.org/index.php/the-music/lyrics/680-die-
trying 
For the song try: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zm7n8L8tWyQ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf
https://www.newmodelarmy.org/index.php/the-music/lyrics/680-die-trying
https://www.newmodelarmy.org/index.php/the-music/lyrics/680-die-trying
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zm7n8L8tWyQ
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Specification Theme 4: Determinism and Free will - Determinism 

A:  Religious concepts of predestination, with reference to the teachings of 

  St Augustine and John Calvin. 

St Augustine: 
Doctrine of Original Sin: role of concupiscence, humanity as "a lump of sin" (massa 
peccati), an essentially 'free' human nature (liberum abitrium), the loss of human 
liberty (libertas) to our sinful nature, God's grace and atonement for the elect / 
saints. 
 
John Calvin: 
Doctrine of Election: the absolute power of God, the corrupted nature of humans, 
the Elect and the Reprobates, unconditional election, limited atonement, irresistible 
grace and perseverance of the elect. 
 

Guidance for Teaching:  

Candidates need to consider two main religious authorities on predestination. 
Firstly, they need to consider what St Augustine understood by predestination in 
his Doctrine of Original Sin. This includes understanding the role of concupiscence 
in corrupting human free will and leaving humanity as ‘a lump of sin’ (massa 
peccati). Augustine’s acceptance that humanity is born with an essentially 'free' 
human nature (liberum abitrium), but that this liberty (libertas) is lost to our sinful 
nature. However, candidates also need to appreciate that Augustine believed that 
not everyone will remain in this fallen state because of God's grace and atonement 
for the elect / saints. Secondly, candidates need to understand John Calvin’s 
Doctrine of Election. They need to appreciate that Calvin believed that due 
to ‘the fall’ the nature of humanity has been irreversibly corrupted. Therefore, 
because God has absolute power He divides all humanity into two predestined 
groups: the Elect and the Reprobates. Calvin also argued that God chooses the 
Elect purely through His own will (unconditional election), that Christ's death and 
atonement for our sins was for the Elect only (limited atonement), the Elect 
cannot resist the calling of God (irresistible grace) and the Elect cannot commit 
apostasy (perseverance of the Elect). 
 

Useful resources 

 Essential Resources for Teaching  - Overview: 

A clear set of notes for each of the two scholars, can be found on the Resources for 
Teaching – digital section, particularly bullet points 2 and 3. The first two You Tube 
bullet points (at the end of the digital resource links) give links to some free short 
films that give students a clear explanation of these views on predestination. For 
help with AO2, the book by Ellerton-Harris, gives some useful specimen answers 
and lines of argument. Want to find Augustine’s own words on Predestination?  An 
easy way to do this is to use the link in the 4th bullet point  under Resources: Digital  
to Augustine’s anti-Pelagian writings and simply search the term ‘Predestination’. 
Want to read Calvin on the subject? Search the term ‘Predestination’ in the link in 
the 5th bullet point under Resources: Digital. 
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Books:  

• Bowie, Robert. Ethical Studies 2nd edition (Cheltenham: Nelson Thornes, 
2004) pp. 87-98. This is a good general orientation which will help with AO1 
skills; he covers Hard and Soft Determinism – and has some good group 
work tasks and questions. 

• Ellerton-Harris, Delyth. WJEC A2 Religious Studies, Studies in Philosophy of 
Religion Study and Revision Guide. (Cheltenham: Illuminate, 2013) pp.93-132 
This is a great revision guide from the old specification, it includes specimen 
answers as well as material on both AO1 and AO2 that will be very useful for 
students. 

 

Digital: 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-6f3616d6-8f73-4cc8-9985-
66260e65936e/fv-33c555b9-5a0d-42f8-b8f8-034391effccd/A%20level%20-
%20Theme%204A%20Determinism%20Augustine%20and%20Calvin%20by%
20Philosophyninja.co.uk.docx A comparison between Calvin and Augustine 
to show the similarities and differences. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-3cf7ef0e-40d8-49fb-946c-
23168f67a4e4/fv-1ce87d3f-59e4-4429-9b7b-
cac3c5d0dacc/A%20level%20Theme%204A%20Determinism%20-
%20Augustine%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx  A worksheet by Mark 
Lambe that deals with Augustine’s concept of predestination. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-042da8a6-9df5-4c16-
8896-9d91ba5b940b/fv-ce6420f1-5f7a-433c-bdc4-
df05bc890095/A%20level%20Theme%204A%20Determinism%20-
%20Calvin%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx A worksheet by Mark Lambe, 
detailing Calvin’s concept of predestination.  

• http://www.ccel.org/ccel/schaff/npnf105.pdf?membership_type=815242538
fb50391082a3a8fbfbbb1330b757120 This is a link Augustine’s anti-Pelagian 
writings; you can simply search the term ‘Predestination’ to get to some 
great primary source material. 

• https://www.biblestudytools.com/history/calvin-institutes-
christianity/book3/chapter-22.html Chapter 22 from Calvin’s ‘Institutes’ – 
you can search the term ‘Predestination’ to get a sense of Calvin’s views.  

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-1bd4c8ba-d453-410b-
9a97-32b1810df3d7/fv-9b7d3631-4c92-4fa9-b7e3-
1681a2403b17/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Augustine%20and%20Pelagiu
s.pdf – Notes on Augustine and sin from the University of Chester.  

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-b0b4be67-b831-4944-
9277-023c2de60394/fv-a607e6d0-ff43-43f5-8565-
e5615c9f842f/A%20Level%20Theme%204%20St%20Augustine%20tasks.do
cx  A useful worksheet task on Augustine. Good to use in lesson or for 
homework. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-b055fb50-cfbe-409b-
b48d-f6ec1ac758b6/fv-6c897012-95e7-4019-ad6b-
7bbc78cbab44/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Religion,%20Free%20Will%2
0&%20Determinism%20by%20phallen%20(from%20TES%20%20Resources).
pptx  - A PowerPoint that contains a few slides on Calvin. 

• http://peped.org/philosophicalinvestigations/predestcalvin/ A chart that 
includes a summary of Calvinist predestination. 

• https://philosophynow.org/issues/20/Free_will_and_Predestination An 
article from Philosophy Now on free will and predestination by Ralph 
Blumenau. 

https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-6f3616d6-8f73-4cc8-9985-66260e65936e/fv-33c555b9-5a0d-42f8-b8f8-034391effccd/A%20level%20-%20Theme%204A%20Determinism%20Augustine%20and%20Calvin%20by%20Philosophyninja.co.uk.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-6f3616d6-8f73-4cc8-9985-66260e65936e/fv-33c555b9-5a0d-42f8-b8f8-034391effccd/A%20level%20-%20Theme%204A%20Determinism%20Augustine%20and%20Calvin%20by%20Philosophyninja.co.uk.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-6f3616d6-8f73-4cc8-9985-66260e65936e/fv-33c555b9-5a0d-42f8-b8f8-034391effccd/A%20level%20-%20Theme%204A%20Determinism%20Augustine%20and%20Calvin%20by%20Philosophyninja.co.uk.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-6f3616d6-8f73-4cc8-9985-66260e65936e/fv-33c555b9-5a0d-42f8-b8f8-034391effccd/A%20level%20-%20Theme%204A%20Determinism%20Augustine%20and%20Calvin%20by%20Philosophyninja.co.uk.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-3cf7ef0e-40d8-49fb-946c-23168f67a4e4/fv-1ce87d3f-59e4-4429-9b7b-cac3c5d0dacc/A%20level%20Theme%204A%20Determinism%20-%20Augustine%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-3cf7ef0e-40d8-49fb-946c-23168f67a4e4/fv-1ce87d3f-59e4-4429-9b7b-cac3c5d0dacc/A%20level%20Theme%204A%20Determinism%20-%20Augustine%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-3cf7ef0e-40d8-49fb-946c-23168f67a4e4/fv-1ce87d3f-59e4-4429-9b7b-cac3c5d0dacc/A%20level%20Theme%204A%20Determinism%20-%20Augustine%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-3cf7ef0e-40d8-49fb-946c-23168f67a4e4/fv-1ce87d3f-59e4-4429-9b7b-cac3c5d0dacc/A%20level%20Theme%204A%20Determinism%20-%20Augustine%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-042da8a6-9df5-4c16-8896-9d91ba5b940b/fv-ce6420f1-5f7a-433c-bdc4-df05bc890095/A%20level%20Theme%204A%20Determinism%20-%20Calvin%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-042da8a6-9df5-4c16-8896-9d91ba5b940b/fv-ce6420f1-5f7a-433c-bdc4-df05bc890095/A%20level%20Theme%204A%20Determinism%20-%20Calvin%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-042da8a6-9df5-4c16-8896-9d91ba5b940b/fv-ce6420f1-5f7a-433c-bdc4-df05bc890095/A%20level%20Theme%204A%20Determinism%20-%20Calvin%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-042da8a6-9df5-4c16-8896-9d91ba5b940b/fv-ce6420f1-5f7a-433c-bdc4-df05bc890095/A%20level%20Theme%204A%20Determinism%20-%20Calvin%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
http://www.ccel.org/ccel/schaff/npnf105.pdf?membership_type=815242538fb50391082a3a8fbfbbb1330b757120
http://www.ccel.org/ccel/schaff/npnf105.pdf?membership_type=815242538fb50391082a3a8fbfbbb1330b757120
https://www.biblestudytools.com/history/calvin-institutes-christianity/book3/chapter-22.html
https://www.biblestudytools.com/history/calvin-institutes-christianity/book3/chapter-22.html
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-1bd4c8ba-d453-410b-9a97-32b1810df3d7/fv-9b7d3631-4c92-4fa9-b7e3-1681a2403b17/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Augustine%20and%20Pelagius.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-1bd4c8ba-d453-410b-9a97-32b1810df3d7/fv-9b7d3631-4c92-4fa9-b7e3-1681a2403b17/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Augustine%20and%20Pelagius.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-1bd4c8ba-d453-410b-9a97-32b1810df3d7/fv-9b7d3631-4c92-4fa9-b7e3-1681a2403b17/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Augustine%20and%20Pelagius.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-1bd4c8ba-d453-410b-9a97-32b1810df3d7/fv-9b7d3631-4c92-4fa9-b7e3-1681a2403b17/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Augustine%20and%20Pelagius.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-b0b4be67-b831-4944-9277-023c2de60394/fv-a607e6d0-ff43-43f5-8565-e5615c9f842f/A%20Level%20Theme%204%20St%20Augustine%20tasks.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-b0b4be67-b831-4944-9277-023c2de60394/fv-a607e6d0-ff43-43f5-8565-e5615c9f842f/A%20Level%20Theme%204%20St%20Augustine%20tasks.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-b0b4be67-b831-4944-9277-023c2de60394/fv-a607e6d0-ff43-43f5-8565-e5615c9f842f/A%20Level%20Theme%204%20St%20Augustine%20tasks.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-b0b4be67-b831-4944-9277-023c2de60394/fv-a607e6d0-ff43-43f5-8565-e5615c9f842f/A%20Level%20Theme%204%20St%20Augustine%20tasks.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-b055fb50-cfbe-409b-b48d-f6ec1ac758b6/fv-6c897012-95e7-4019-ad6b-7bbc78cbab44/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Religion,%20Free%20Will%20&%20Determinism%20by%20phallen%20(from%20TES%20%20Resources).pptx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-b055fb50-cfbe-409b-b48d-f6ec1ac758b6/fv-6c897012-95e7-4019-ad6b-7bbc78cbab44/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Religion,%20Free%20Will%20&%20Determinism%20by%20phallen%20(from%20TES%20%20Resources).pptx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-b055fb50-cfbe-409b-b48d-f6ec1ac758b6/fv-6c897012-95e7-4019-ad6b-7bbc78cbab44/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Religion,%20Free%20Will%20&%20Determinism%20by%20phallen%20(from%20TES%20%20Resources).pptx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-b055fb50-cfbe-409b-b48d-f6ec1ac758b6/fv-6c897012-95e7-4019-ad6b-7bbc78cbab44/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Religion,%20Free%20Will%20&%20Determinism%20by%20phallen%20(from%20TES%20%20Resources).pptx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-b055fb50-cfbe-409b-b48d-f6ec1ac758b6/fv-6c897012-95e7-4019-ad6b-7bbc78cbab44/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Religion,%20Free%20Will%20&%20Determinism%20by%20phallen%20(from%20TES%20%20Resources).pptx
http://peped.org/philosophicalinvestigations/predestcalvin/
https://philosophynow.org/issues/20/Free_will_and_Predestination
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• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLqJtfKxqi8&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebari
YjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI&index=15 Augustine’s predestination from Philosophy 
Ninja. (6 minutes) 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITszAmP3fFA&index=17&list=PL2ggVd
hXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI  - Calvin’s predestination from Philosophy 
Ninja. (7 minutes) 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ucUn2HevEw An in-depth look at 
Calvin and Calvinism from Dr. Ryan Reeves 

 
Other Resources 
  

• For more teaching ideas consult the Scheme of Work for this area: 
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-
18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLqJtfKxqi8&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sLqJtfKxqi8&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITszAmP3fFA&index=17&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ITszAmP3fFA&index=17&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ucUn2HevEw
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf
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Specification Theme 4: Determinism and Free will - Determinism 

B:  Concepts of determinism 

Hard determinism: philosophical (John Locke - free will is an illusion, man in 
bedroom illustration), scientific (biological determinism - human behaviour is 
controlled by an individual's genes), psychological (Ivan Pavlov - classical 
conditioning). Soft determinism: Thomas Hobbes (internal and external causes), A.J. 
Ayer (caused acts v forced acts). 
 

Guidance for Teaching:  

Candidates, firstly, need to understand the concept of hard determinism. They 
need to be able to do this from three perspectives: Philosophical determinism, 
candidates need to appreciate the theory of John Locke that free will is an illusion 
and the illustration he gave to exemplify his theory e.g. the man in the locked 
bedroom. Candidates need to understand Scientific Determinism (a.k.a. biological 
determinism); the idea that some scientists hold that human behaviour is entirely 
controlled by an individual's genes. They also need to understand psychological 
determinism (or classical conditioning); candidates need an overview of the 
contribution of Ivan Pavlov and his work on conditioning dogs. Secondly, 
candidates need to have an appreciation of soft determinism from two 
perspectives: that of Thomas Hobbes (his distinction between internal and external 
causes to highlight the difference between soft determinism and hard 
determinism) and A.J. Ayer (his distinction between caused acts and forced acts to 
illustrate the difference between soft determinism and hard determinism). 
 

Useful resources 

 Essential Resources for Teaching  - Overview: 

There are lots of great resources that can help you on this part of the specification. 
If you are looking for written resources, links to teachers created worksheets are 
available in Resources for Teaching – digital. If you would like resources that are 
audio-focussed then the essential resources are the films from Philosophy Ninja 
which can be found under the You Tube links. These films are free and cover almost 
every area of this theme. Useful material for AO2 can be found in Delyth Ellerton-
Harris'  book. In this book, lines of argument for AO2 are completed in depth with 
some specimen essay responses. 
 

Books:  

• Bowie, Robert. Ethical Studies 2nd edition (Cheltenham: Nelson Thornes, 
2004) pp. 87-98. This is a good general orientation which will help with AO1 
skills; he covers Hard and Soft Determinism – and has some good group 
work tasks and questions. 

• Ellerton-Harris, Delyth. WJEC A2 Religious Studies, Studies in Philosophy of 
Religion Study and Revision Guide. (Cheltenham: Illuminate, 2013) pp.93-132 
This is a great revision guide from the old specification, it includes specimen 
answers as well as material on both AO1 and AO2 that will be very useful for 
students. 
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Digital: 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Fh3l1hK6Ij/files/fi-d82c475c-cd8a-4bad-
b272-3e69263f82ec/fv-78b1c432-682a-4419-be2b-
30c142f9f517/A%20level%20Theme%203B%20Determinism%20-
%20Philosophical%20(hard%20determinism)%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.
docx. A great worksheet from Mark Lambe regarding Locke’s Determinism. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-745d59a0-a1b8-423a-
9aee-a8d3a456b186/fv-e0a8d213-dcea-468f-8be0-
bb1b92d522ef/A%20level%20Theme%204B%20Determinism%20-
%20Soft%20determinism%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx  Here is a 
worksheet from Mark Lambe on Soft Determinism and Thomas Hobbes. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-8255dac6-5161-44e9-9afa-
b558e03428f1/fv-9ccd8fe6-5b65-4243-b8fd-
2fa8f7349504/A%20level%20Theme%204B%20Determinsism%20-
%20Psychological%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx Mark Lambe’s worksheet 
on Pavlov and psychological conditioning. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-4e12a1fe-4818-4cd9-9d62-
a59003a2cb3c/fv-9616f107-d9fc-4635-83c6-
2928f4c43d8e/A%20level%20Theme%204B%20Determinsism%20-
%20Scientific%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx  - another of Mark Lambe's 
worksheet on Scientific determinism 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-079554de-d7ba-4ab3-
8a27-fd3701ea16dc/fv-f3735389-01c9-44a1-8b54-
f554fcfb1093/A%20Level%20Theme%204%20%20-
%20Freewill%20and%20Determinism%20by%20Jon%20Mayled%20-
%20%20RS%20Review%20Jan%202017.pdf  An article by Jon Mayled for RS 
Review on Free will and Determinism. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-22ce2f67-5b4e-4b64-
8773-ec4fac8d328d/fv-191ec1d0-6371-4f11-85eb-
655ff91bdb33/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Do%20We%20Have%20Free%
20Will%20-%20from%20YOUTUBE%20by%20Philosophy%20Tube.mp4 -
Free will and determinism from Philosophy Tube. 

• http://peped.org/philosophicalinvestigations/free-will-film/ 7 minute film by 
Peter Baron explaining the challenges to Determinism. 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JoeefcLzqpw&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxeba
riYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI This is a very good introduction to hard determinism 
from Philosophy Ninja. 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TIdI8FvsQEE&index=2&list=PL2ggVdh
XSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI An explanation of both classical and operant 
conditioning from Philosophy Ninja. 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ApGkpYHwMKA&index=3&list=PL2ggV
dhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI A look at scientific Determinism with 
Philosophy Ninja. 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6JzO_Wl6G0&index=4&list=PL2ggVd
hXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI Philosophical determinism from philosophy 
ninja. This is from the old specification. There are some scholars dealt with 
who are not mentioned on the current spec, but John Locke is mentioned. 
The other scholars might still come in useful for AO2. 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=teLoNYvOf90  – This is a great series 
of extracts from The Big Bang Theory. It deals with operant conditioning 
rather than Classical, but it is still worth a watch in relation to psychological 
determinism. 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qyc1mamJhqU&index=9&list=PL2ggVd
hXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI An introduction to Soft Determinism from 
Philosophy Ninja. 

https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Fh3l1hK6Ij/files/fi-d82c475c-cd8a-4bad-b272-3e69263f82ec/fv-78b1c432-682a-4419-be2b-30c142f9f517/A%20level%20Theme%203B%20Determinism%20-%20Philosophical%20(hard%20determinism)%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Fh3l1hK6Ij/files/fi-d82c475c-cd8a-4bad-b272-3e69263f82ec/fv-78b1c432-682a-4419-be2b-30c142f9f517/A%20level%20Theme%203B%20Determinism%20-%20Philosophical%20(hard%20determinism)%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Fh3l1hK6Ij/files/fi-d82c475c-cd8a-4bad-b272-3e69263f82ec/fv-78b1c432-682a-4419-be2b-30c142f9f517/A%20level%20Theme%203B%20Determinism%20-%20Philosophical%20(hard%20determinism)%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Fh3l1hK6Ij/files/fi-d82c475c-cd8a-4bad-b272-3e69263f82ec/fv-78b1c432-682a-4419-be2b-30c142f9f517/A%20level%20Theme%203B%20Determinism%20-%20Philosophical%20(hard%20determinism)%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Fh3l1hK6Ij/files/fi-d82c475c-cd8a-4bad-b272-3e69263f82ec/fv-78b1c432-682a-4419-be2b-30c142f9f517/A%20level%20Theme%203B%20Determinism%20-%20Philosophical%20(hard%20determinism)%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-745d59a0-a1b8-423a-9aee-a8d3a456b186/fv-e0a8d213-dcea-468f-8be0-bb1b92d522ef/A%20level%20Theme%204B%20Determinism%20-%20Soft%20determinism%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-745d59a0-a1b8-423a-9aee-a8d3a456b186/fv-e0a8d213-dcea-468f-8be0-bb1b92d522ef/A%20level%20Theme%204B%20Determinism%20-%20Soft%20determinism%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-745d59a0-a1b8-423a-9aee-a8d3a456b186/fv-e0a8d213-dcea-468f-8be0-bb1b92d522ef/A%20level%20Theme%204B%20Determinism%20-%20Soft%20determinism%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-745d59a0-a1b8-423a-9aee-a8d3a456b186/fv-e0a8d213-dcea-468f-8be0-bb1b92d522ef/A%20level%20Theme%204B%20Determinism%20-%20Soft%20determinism%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-8255dac6-5161-44e9-9afa-b558e03428f1/fv-9ccd8fe6-5b65-4243-b8fd-2fa8f7349504/A%20level%20Theme%204B%20Determinsism%20-%20Psychological%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-8255dac6-5161-44e9-9afa-b558e03428f1/fv-9ccd8fe6-5b65-4243-b8fd-2fa8f7349504/A%20level%20Theme%204B%20Determinsism%20-%20Psychological%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-8255dac6-5161-44e9-9afa-b558e03428f1/fv-9ccd8fe6-5b65-4243-b8fd-2fa8f7349504/A%20level%20Theme%204B%20Determinsism%20-%20Psychological%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-8255dac6-5161-44e9-9afa-b558e03428f1/fv-9ccd8fe6-5b65-4243-b8fd-2fa8f7349504/A%20level%20Theme%204B%20Determinsism%20-%20Psychological%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-4e12a1fe-4818-4cd9-9d62-a59003a2cb3c/fv-9616f107-d9fc-4635-83c6-2928f4c43d8e/A%20level%20Theme%204B%20Determinsism%20-%20Scientific%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-4e12a1fe-4818-4cd9-9d62-a59003a2cb3c/fv-9616f107-d9fc-4635-83c6-2928f4c43d8e/A%20level%20Theme%204B%20Determinsism%20-%20Scientific%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-4e12a1fe-4818-4cd9-9d62-a59003a2cb3c/fv-9616f107-d9fc-4635-83c6-2928f4c43d8e/A%20level%20Theme%204B%20Determinsism%20-%20Scientific%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-4e12a1fe-4818-4cd9-9d62-a59003a2cb3c/fv-9616f107-d9fc-4635-83c6-2928f4c43d8e/A%20level%20Theme%204B%20Determinsism%20-%20Scientific%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-079554de-d7ba-4ab3-8a27-fd3701ea16dc/fv-f3735389-01c9-44a1-8b54-f554fcfb1093/A%20Level%20Theme%204%20%20-%20Freewill%20and%20Determinism%20by%20Jon%20Mayled%20-%20%20RS%20Review%20Jan%202017.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-079554de-d7ba-4ab3-8a27-fd3701ea16dc/fv-f3735389-01c9-44a1-8b54-f554fcfb1093/A%20Level%20Theme%204%20%20-%20Freewill%20and%20Determinism%20by%20Jon%20Mayled%20-%20%20RS%20Review%20Jan%202017.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-079554de-d7ba-4ab3-8a27-fd3701ea16dc/fv-f3735389-01c9-44a1-8b54-f554fcfb1093/A%20Level%20Theme%204%20%20-%20Freewill%20and%20Determinism%20by%20Jon%20Mayled%20-%20%20RS%20Review%20Jan%202017.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-079554de-d7ba-4ab3-8a27-fd3701ea16dc/fv-f3735389-01c9-44a1-8b54-f554fcfb1093/A%20Level%20Theme%204%20%20-%20Freewill%20and%20Determinism%20by%20Jon%20Mayled%20-%20%20RS%20Review%20Jan%202017.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-079554de-d7ba-4ab3-8a27-fd3701ea16dc/fv-f3735389-01c9-44a1-8b54-f554fcfb1093/A%20Level%20Theme%204%20%20-%20Freewill%20and%20Determinism%20by%20Jon%20Mayled%20-%20%20RS%20Review%20Jan%202017.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-22ce2f67-5b4e-4b64-8773-ec4fac8d328d/fv-191ec1d0-6371-4f11-85eb-655ff91bdb33/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Do%20We%20Have%20Free%20Will%20-%20from%20YOUTUBE%20by%20Philosophy%20Tube.mp4
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-22ce2f67-5b4e-4b64-8773-ec4fac8d328d/fv-191ec1d0-6371-4f11-85eb-655ff91bdb33/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Do%20We%20Have%20Free%20Will%20-%20from%20YOUTUBE%20by%20Philosophy%20Tube.mp4
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-22ce2f67-5b4e-4b64-8773-ec4fac8d328d/fv-191ec1d0-6371-4f11-85eb-655ff91bdb33/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Do%20We%20Have%20Free%20Will%20-%20from%20YOUTUBE%20by%20Philosophy%20Tube.mp4
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-22ce2f67-5b4e-4b64-8773-ec4fac8d328d/fv-191ec1d0-6371-4f11-85eb-655ff91bdb33/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Do%20We%20Have%20Free%20Will%20-%20from%20YOUTUBE%20by%20Philosophy%20Tube.mp4
http://peped.org/philosophicalinvestigations/free-will-film/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JoeefcLzqpw&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JoeefcLzqpw&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TIdI8FvsQEE&index=2&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TIdI8FvsQEE&index=2&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ApGkpYHwMKA&index=3&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ApGkpYHwMKA&index=3&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6JzO_Wl6G0&index=4&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a6JzO_Wl6G0&index=4&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=teLoNYvOf90
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qyc1mamJhqU&index=9&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qyc1mamJhqU&index=9&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI
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• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=beiGOcnKg94&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxeba
riYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI&index=12 A.J. Ayer’s Soft Determinism from Philosophy 
Ninja. 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KETTtiprINU Compatibilism by Crash 
Course Philosophy. 

• https://youtu.be/4Z9WVZddH9w?t=525 Zeitgeist – very long but start 
watching at 8:41 and finish at 36:58. This film covers the relationship 
between genes and upbringing (nature / nurture) which might have 
application for AO2. Be aware of the bias towards a political agenda, but still 
useful. 

• http://www.wingclips.com/themes/determinism A great website that shows 
clips of films related to certain themes. Here is a list of the clips related to 
issues of determinism.  

Other Resources 
 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJBEaoNJz1o Rosetta – The 
Determinism of Morality. No lyrics, but some interesting music to play as 
they come into the room.   

• For more teaching ideas consult the Scheme of Work for this area: 
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-
18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=beiGOcnKg94&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=beiGOcnKg94&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KETTtiprINU
https://youtu.be/4Z9WVZddH9w?t=525
http://www.wingclips.com/themes/determinism
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TJBEaoNJz1o
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf
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Specification Theme 4: Determinism and Free will - Determinism 

C:  The implications of predestination/determinism. 

 
The implications of determinism (hard and soft) on moral responsibility: the worth 
of human ideas of rightness, wrongness and moral value, the value in blaming 
moral agents for immoral acts, the usefulness of normative ethics. 
The implications of predestination on religious belief: the link between God and 
evil, the implications for God’s omnipotence and omnibenevolence, the use of 
prayer and the existence of miracles. 
 

Guidance for Teaching:  

Candidates need to appreciate the implications of determinism (from the 
perspective of both hard and soft) on moral responsibility. More specifically, the 
worth of human ideas of rightness, wrongness and moral value, the value in 
blaming moral agents for immoral acts and the usefulness of any normative 
ethics (e.g. Natural Law). Candidates must also understand the implications of 
predestination on religious belief: specifically, the implications for the link between 
God and evil, God’s omnipotence and omnibenevolence, the use of prayer and the 
existence of miracles. 
 

Useful resources 

 Essential Resources for Teaching  - Overview: 

The best resource that you can use here is the first bullet point from Resources for 
Teaching – digital. In the Resources – Books, Delyth Ellerton-Harris' book is 
excellent in terms of the  AO2 arguments. 
 

Books:  

 
Bowie, Robert. Ethical Studies 2nd edition (Cheltenham: Nelson Thornes, 2004)  
pp. 88-89. Bowie explains the link between freedom and moral responsibility. 
 
Ellerton-Harris, Delyth. WJEC A2 Religious Studies. Studies in philosophy of 
religion Study and revision guide. (Cheltenham: Illuminate, 2013) pp116-118, 129-131 
This is very useful for both AO1 and AO2 since it gives arguments for and against 
the influence of determinism on religious beliefs and moral attitudes. 
 

Digital: 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-36313b74-206c-4204-b10f-
4a06461378f7/fv-4f1f3877-277d-4b81-b6a9-
cd565878d2d6/A%20level%20Theme%204C%20Determinism%20-
%20Implications%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx Mark Lambe’s worksheet 
on the implications of determinism. 

• https://thehumanist.com/magazine/november-december-
2014/philosophically-speaking/determinism-free-will-and-moral-
responsibility  This is a great article in the Humanist that considers the 

https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-36313b74-206c-4204-b10f-4a06461378f7/fv-4f1f3877-277d-4b81-b6a9-cd565878d2d6/A%20level%20Theme%204C%20Determinism%20-%20Implications%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-36313b74-206c-4204-b10f-4a06461378f7/fv-4f1f3877-277d-4b81-b6a9-cd565878d2d6/A%20level%20Theme%204C%20Determinism%20-%20Implications%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-36313b74-206c-4204-b10f-4a06461378f7/fv-4f1f3877-277d-4b81-b6a9-cd565878d2d6/A%20level%20Theme%204C%20Determinism%20-%20Implications%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-36313b74-206c-4204-b10f-4a06461378f7/fv-4f1f3877-277d-4b81-b6a9-cd565878d2d6/A%20level%20Theme%204C%20Determinism%20-%20Implications%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://thehumanist.com/magazine/november-december-2014/philosophically-speaking/determinism-free-will-and-moral-responsibility
https://thehumanist.com/magazine/november-december-2014/philosophically-speaking/determinism-free-will-and-moral-responsibility
https://thehumanist.com/magazine/november-december-2014/philosophically-speaking/determinism-free-will-and-moral-responsibility
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impact of determinism upon moral responsibility. Great for AO2 analysis as 
well. 

• https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/moral-responsibility/. This resource is an 
excellent explanation from Stanford about moral responsibility and how it is 
affected by free will and determinism. 

• https://www.britannica.com/topic/problem-of-moral-responsibility. 
Another, simpler, consideration of the link between determinism and moral 
responsibility.  

• http://www.informationphilosopher.com/solutions/scientists/skinner/. A 
look at B.F. Skinner and his thoughts regarding moral responsibility.  

• https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/article/why-pray-if-god-has-already-
determined-everything/ a useful look at some ideas about the purpose of 
prayer for those who accept predestination. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/moral-responsibility/
https://www.britannica.com/topic/problem-of-moral-responsibility
http://www.informationphilosopher.com/solutions/scientists/skinner/
https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/article/why-pray-if-god-has-already-determined-everything/
https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/article/why-pray-if-god-has-already-determined-everything/
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Specification Theme 4: Determinism and Free will – Freewill 

D:  Religious concepts of free will, with reference to the teachings of Pelagius  
and Arminius 

 
Pelagius: 
 
The role of original sin, humanity maturing in God’s image and accepting the 
responsibility of freewill, free will as used to follow God’s laws, the role of grace in 
salvation. 
 
Arminius: 
 
Denial of predestination, the effect of original sin on free will, God's 'prevenient' 
grace (the Holy Spirit) in allowing humans to exercise free will, the Elect and the 
possibility of rejecting God's grace, the election of believers being conditional on 
faith. 
 

Guidance for Teaching:  

Candidates need to consider two religious authorities on free will. Firstly, 
candidates need to consider the theory of Pelagius. Pelagius believed that original 
sin did not condemn humanity to predetermined sin; instead it allowed humanity to 
mature in God’s image by accepting the responsibility of free will. Humanity can 
use their free will to follow God’s laws or ask for forgiveness for sin. Secondly, 
candidates need to appreciate Arminius' understanding of free will. Arminius 
denies predestination because it condemns God as the originator of all evil. 
Arminius believed original sin did have an effect on free will, but God's 'prevenient' 
grace (the Holy Spirit) allows humans to exercise freewill. The election of believers 
is conditional on faith. 
 

Useful resources 

 Essential Resources for Teaching  - Overview: 

There are several useful resources for teaching Pelagius and Arminius. You will 
want to read parts of ‘A Letter from Pelagius’ to appreciate his concern that every 
believer chooses Holiness – see the first bullet point below. The ‘5 Articles of 
Remonstrance’ written by Arminius’ followers shortly after his death (the second 
bullet point below).You will find the worksheets in bullet points 3 and 4 in digital 
resources. These, used alongside the Philosophy Ninja films from You Tube should 
be plenty to teach what you need. The scheme of work in Other Resources will give 
you some ideas for lesson planning, in particular, for AO2 lines of argument to 
enable the students to discuss how convincing these lines of argument are. 
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Books:  

• Ellerton-Harris, Delyth. WJEC A2 Religious Studies, Studies in Philosophy or 
Religion Study and Revision Guide. (2013) Cheltenham: Illuminate p109-115. 
This was produced for the old specification but gives a very student friendly 
accessible explanation of both Pelagius and Arminius. 

 

Digital: 

• https://epistolae.ctl.columbia.edu/letter/1296.html  - Primary source on 
Pelagius – every believer should choose the path of holiness.  

• http://www.gutenberg.us/articles/the_remonstrance_of_1610 From Project 
Gutenberg - great primary source to understand Arminius. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-34e54b30-5155-43f8-
84c3-27f28a059766/fv-06375415-ddea-4f57-a9d9-
3b0da0580f24/A%20level%20Theme%204D%20Free%20will%20-
%20Arminus%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx A good overview of Arminius 
for students by Mark Lambe. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-28a8a817-aa1e-4b38-
bbea-583e4fc9f931/fv-fac98473-8df4-452d-9cc1-
f8c128170336/A%20level%20Theme%204D%20Free%20will%20-
%20Pelagius%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx A useful look at Pelagius for 
students by Mark Lambe. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-1bd4c8ba-d453-410b-
9a97-32b1810df3d7/fv-9b7d3631-4c92-4fa9-b7e3-
1681a2403b17/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Augustine%20and%20Pelagiu
s.pdf Great printable worksheet from a PowerPoint on Augustine and 
Pelagius. 

• http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Pelagius#Pelagius_and_the_
Doctrine_of_Free_Will A section from the New World Encyclopedia on 
Pelagius and free will. 

• http://www.ignatiusinsight.com/features2008/sfilippo_augustinepelag_jan
08.asp An in-depth look at Pelagius by Stephen N. Filippo 

• http://www.bible-researcher.com/arminianism.html An article by Bible 
Research, outlining the distinction between Calvin and Arminius. 

• https://www.theopedia.com/arminianism An article by Theopedia showing 
the difference between Calvinist and Arminian views. 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l68-
WGBQVCU&index=16&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI A good 
resource from Philosophy Ninja explaining Pelagius’ stance on free will (8 
mins). 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CA6ZGnncXl8&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxeb
ariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI&index=18 A short film by Philosophy Ninja, explaining 
Arminius’ position on free will (7 mins). 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tj6I1ycrfv0 An explanation of Arminius 
that contrasts him with Calvinism. This uses scripture to support Arminian 
views (7 mins). 

 
Other Resources 
 

• http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-
18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf - Scheme of work with teaching ideas 
look at pages 14-16 in particular. 

 
 

https://epistolae.ctl.columbia.edu/letter/1296.html
http://www.gutenberg.us/articles/the_remonstrance_of_1610
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-34e54b30-5155-43f8-84c3-27f28a059766/fv-06375415-ddea-4f57-a9d9-3b0da0580f24/A%20level%20Theme%204D%20Free%20will%20-%20Arminus%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-34e54b30-5155-43f8-84c3-27f28a059766/fv-06375415-ddea-4f57-a9d9-3b0da0580f24/A%20level%20Theme%204D%20Free%20will%20-%20Arminus%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-34e54b30-5155-43f8-84c3-27f28a059766/fv-06375415-ddea-4f57-a9d9-3b0da0580f24/A%20level%20Theme%204D%20Free%20will%20-%20Arminus%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-34e54b30-5155-43f8-84c3-27f28a059766/fv-06375415-ddea-4f57-a9d9-3b0da0580f24/A%20level%20Theme%204D%20Free%20will%20-%20Arminus%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-28a8a817-aa1e-4b38-bbea-583e4fc9f931/fv-fac98473-8df4-452d-9cc1-f8c128170336/A%20level%20Theme%204D%20Free%20will%20-%20Pelagius%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-28a8a817-aa1e-4b38-bbea-583e4fc9f931/fv-fac98473-8df4-452d-9cc1-f8c128170336/A%20level%20Theme%204D%20Free%20will%20-%20Pelagius%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-28a8a817-aa1e-4b38-bbea-583e4fc9f931/fv-fac98473-8df4-452d-9cc1-f8c128170336/A%20level%20Theme%204D%20Free%20will%20-%20Pelagius%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-28a8a817-aa1e-4b38-bbea-583e4fc9f931/fv-fac98473-8df4-452d-9cc1-f8c128170336/A%20level%20Theme%204D%20Free%20will%20-%20Pelagius%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-1bd4c8ba-d453-410b-9a97-32b1810df3d7/fv-9b7d3631-4c92-4fa9-b7e3-1681a2403b17/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Augustine%20and%20Pelagius.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-1bd4c8ba-d453-410b-9a97-32b1810df3d7/fv-9b7d3631-4c92-4fa9-b7e3-1681a2403b17/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Augustine%20and%20Pelagius.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-1bd4c8ba-d453-410b-9a97-32b1810df3d7/fv-9b7d3631-4c92-4fa9-b7e3-1681a2403b17/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Augustine%20and%20Pelagius.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-1bd4c8ba-d453-410b-9a97-32b1810df3d7/fv-9b7d3631-4c92-4fa9-b7e3-1681a2403b17/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Augustine%20and%20Pelagius.pdf
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Pelagius#Pelagius_and_the_Doctrine_of_Free_Will
http://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Pelagius#Pelagius_and_the_Doctrine_of_Free_Will
http://www.ignatiusinsight.com/features2008/sfilippo_augustinepelag_jan08.asp
http://www.ignatiusinsight.com/features2008/sfilippo_augustinepelag_jan08.asp
http://www.bible-researcher.com/arminianism.html
https://www.theopedia.com/arminianism
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l68-WGBQVCU&index=16&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l68-WGBQVCU&index=16&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CA6ZGnncXl8&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI&index=18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CA6ZGnncXl8&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI&index=18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tj6I1ycrfv0
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf
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Specification Theme 4: Determinism and Free will – Freewill 

E:  Concepts of libertarianism 

Philosophical (Jean Paul Sartre: man is not free not to be free, waiter illustration), 
scientific (Angela Sirigu's research evidence that the brain allows for free will), 
psychological (Carl Rogers: humanist approach, self-actualisation). 
 

Guidance for Teaching:  

Candidates should be able to explain the concept of libertarianism from three 
perspectives philosophical libertarianism by John-Paul Sartre, who argued that 
man is not free not to be free, which is exemplified by his waiter illustration; 
scientific libertarianism by Dr Sirigu, who claims from her scientific research that 
the brain allows for free will; psychological libertarianism by Carl Rogers, a 
humanist psychologist, who argued that free will can be achieved by going through 
the process of self-actualisation (becoming yourself and not the person others 
want you to be). 
 
 

Useful resources 

 Essential Resources for Teaching  - Overview: 

There are several useful resources for teaching these three scholars. The most 
useful ones are the worksheets on Hightail.com which appear in bullet points 1,2 and 
3 in resources  -  digital. The Philosophy Ninja films listed from YouTube are also 
useful. The  Raeper and Smith book " A beginner’s Guide to Ideas" will be helpful 
with research on Sartre. The scheme of work in Other Resources will give you some 
ideas for lesson planning, in particular for AO2 lines of argument to enable the 
students to discuss how convincing these lines of argument are.  
 

Books:  

 
• Bowie, Robert. Ethical Studies Second Edition. (2004) Oxford: OUP p93 – 

94. This is non-board specific but give an accessible general explanation of 
Libertarianism. 

• Ellerton-Harris, Deltyh. WJEC A2 Religious Studies, Studies in Philosophy or 
Religion Study and Revision Guide. (2013) Cheltenham: Illuminate p97 and 
116. This was produced for the old specification but gives a very student 
friendly, brief, accessible explanation of Libertarianism and its importance.  

• Mayled, J.  Libertarianism of Incompatibilism (2017) RS Review, Oxford: 
Hodder and Stoughton p13-1. This recent article looks at libertarianism and 
includes some strengths and weaknesses. 

• Palmer, M. Moral Problems: Course book: A practical Course book. (1995) 
University of Toronto Press. p163 This gives a general introduction in 
libertarianism and determinism 

• Raeper W. and Smith, L. A beginner’s Guide to Ideas (1991) Oxford: Lion 
Publishing. P66-68 A great chapter on the libertarianism of Sartre. 
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Digital: 

• https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn17092-possible-site-of-free-will-
found-in-brain/ - A New Scientist article on Sirigu's work. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-a8ed50ca-0ab1-4d38-
aaed-9c359813b21b/fv-44538162-5681-441c-9b85-
cb1b09577115/A%20level%20Theme%204E%20Free%20will%20%20-
%20Philosophical%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx A good overview of 
Philosophical libertarianism, for students by Mark Lambe. This document has 
a focus on Sartre. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-179aede5-6e59-413a-a8cf-
6f40755231c4/fv-09650ce3-744c-4249-8a3c-
3b0b7c569208/A%20level%20Theme%204E%20Free%20will%20%20-
%20Scientfic%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx A useful look at Sirigu and 
Scientific Libertarianism for students, by Mark Lambe. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-2966ef4c-898b-4206-
a85e-1b39d929d549/fv-256a5735-e33a-4002-a4bb-
1b63ad0fa146/A%20level%20Theme%204E%20Free%20will%20%20-
%20Psychological%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx  Great printable 
worksheet on psychological libertarianism with a focus on Carl Rogers from 
Mark Lambe 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-80a54da7-cf92-4339-
b333-28550b4e2a96/fv-c61a40ab-d2f8-4675-aa49-
225af2aee1d0/A%20level%20Theme%204E%20Scientific%20libertarianism%
20Angela%20Sirigu.pdf A useful, detailed worksheet on Sirigu 

• http://www.informationphilosopher.com/freedom/libertarianism.html A 
good general introduction to libertarianism from The Information 
Philosopher. 

• https://www.coursera.org/learn/philosophy/lecture/cGiAC/libertarianism A 
lecture from the University of Edinburgh that discusses what is meant by 
Libertarianism and offers some general arguments for it (10 mins). 

• http://www.sparknotes.com/philosophy/sartre/themes/ Some nice 
SparkNotes on Sartre. 

• https://www.bioedge.org/bioethics/free_will_resides_in_the_parietal_corte
x/8608 A brief article comment on the work of Sirigu. 

• https://www.simplypsychology.org/carl-rogers.html An online article about 
the work of Rogers, this might be useful background reading. It is a 
psychology article but has the main components mentioned in the spec. 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FuVsMztAlys&index=5&list=PL2ggVdh
XSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI A good resource from Philosophy Ninja 
introducing libertarianism (8 mins). 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zwbF7l950FY&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxeba
riYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI&index=6 A short film by Philosophy Ninja, explaining 
Sartre’s position on free will (5 mins). 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qLYgOxb3-
E8&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI&index=7 A film containing 
supporting arguments for libertarianism from a non-spec related scholar – 
Roderick Chisholm. This might be useful for enhancing AO2 arguments 
(5mins). 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1Clur-
TiAU&index=8&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI A short film on 
Kant’s view on freedom. This might be useful for AO2 (5 mins). 

https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn17092-possible-site-of-free-will-found-in-brain/
https://www.newscientist.com/article/dn17092-possible-site-of-free-will-found-in-brain/
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-a8ed50ca-0ab1-4d38-aaed-9c359813b21b/fv-44538162-5681-441c-9b85-cb1b09577115/A%20level%20Theme%204E%20Free%20will%20%20-%20Philosophical%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-a8ed50ca-0ab1-4d38-aaed-9c359813b21b/fv-44538162-5681-441c-9b85-cb1b09577115/A%20level%20Theme%204E%20Free%20will%20%20-%20Philosophical%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-a8ed50ca-0ab1-4d38-aaed-9c359813b21b/fv-44538162-5681-441c-9b85-cb1b09577115/A%20level%20Theme%204E%20Free%20will%20%20-%20Philosophical%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-a8ed50ca-0ab1-4d38-aaed-9c359813b21b/fv-44538162-5681-441c-9b85-cb1b09577115/A%20level%20Theme%204E%20Free%20will%20%20-%20Philosophical%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-179aede5-6e59-413a-a8cf-6f40755231c4/fv-09650ce3-744c-4249-8a3c-3b0b7c569208/A%20level%20Theme%204E%20Free%20will%20%20-%20Scientfic%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-179aede5-6e59-413a-a8cf-6f40755231c4/fv-09650ce3-744c-4249-8a3c-3b0b7c569208/A%20level%20Theme%204E%20Free%20will%20%20-%20Scientfic%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-179aede5-6e59-413a-a8cf-6f40755231c4/fv-09650ce3-744c-4249-8a3c-3b0b7c569208/A%20level%20Theme%204E%20Free%20will%20%20-%20Scientfic%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-179aede5-6e59-413a-a8cf-6f40755231c4/fv-09650ce3-744c-4249-8a3c-3b0b7c569208/A%20level%20Theme%204E%20Free%20will%20%20-%20Scientfic%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-2966ef4c-898b-4206-a85e-1b39d929d549/fv-256a5735-e33a-4002-a4bb-1b63ad0fa146/A%20level%20Theme%204E%20Free%20will%20%20-%20Psychological%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-2966ef4c-898b-4206-a85e-1b39d929d549/fv-256a5735-e33a-4002-a4bb-1b63ad0fa146/A%20level%20Theme%204E%20Free%20will%20%20-%20Psychological%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-2966ef4c-898b-4206-a85e-1b39d929d549/fv-256a5735-e33a-4002-a4bb-1b63ad0fa146/A%20level%20Theme%204E%20Free%20will%20%20-%20Psychological%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-2966ef4c-898b-4206-a85e-1b39d929d549/fv-256a5735-e33a-4002-a4bb-1b63ad0fa146/A%20level%20Theme%204E%20Free%20will%20%20-%20Psychological%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-80a54da7-cf92-4339-b333-28550b4e2a96/fv-c61a40ab-d2f8-4675-aa49-225af2aee1d0/A%20level%20Theme%204E%20Scientific%20libertarianism%20Angela%20Sirigu.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-80a54da7-cf92-4339-b333-28550b4e2a96/fv-c61a40ab-d2f8-4675-aa49-225af2aee1d0/A%20level%20Theme%204E%20Scientific%20libertarianism%20Angela%20Sirigu.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-80a54da7-cf92-4339-b333-28550b4e2a96/fv-c61a40ab-d2f8-4675-aa49-225af2aee1d0/A%20level%20Theme%204E%20Scientific%20libertarianism%20Angela%20Sirigu.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-80a54da7-cf92-4339-b333-28550b4e2a96/fv-c61a40ab-d2f8-4675-aa49-225af2aee1d0/A%20level%20Theme%204E%20Scientific%20libertarianism%20Angela%20Sirigu.pdf
http://www.informationphilosopher.com/freedom/libertarianism.html
https://www.coursera.org/learn/philosophy/lecture/cGiAC/libertarianism
http://www.sparknotes.com/philosophy/sartre/themes/
https://www.bioedge.org/bioethics/free_will_resides_in_the_parietal_cortex/8608
https://www.bioedge.org/bioethics/free_will_resides_in_the_parietal_cortex/8608
https://www.simplypsychology.org/carl-rogers.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FuVsMztAlys&index=5&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FuVsMztAlys&index=5&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zwbF7l950FY&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zwbF7l950FY&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qLYgOxb3-E8&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qLYgOxb3-E8&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1Clur-TiAU&index=8&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1Clur-TiAU&index=8&list=PL2ggVdhXSioxebariYjPJGPi5IXg0B6oI
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Other Resources 
 

• http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-
18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf Scheme of work with teaching ideas look 
at pages 17-20 in particular. 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b7k0a5hYnSI Natasha Beddingfield – 
Unwritten. This might be good as an opener for a lesson on Rogers since it 
suggests we are capable of overriding our conditioning. Use this link for the 
full lyrics: 
https://play.google.com/music/preview/Tkzmjsq7cyiemiacaui3wjwmdnm?ly
rics=1&utm_source=google&utm_medium=search&utm_campaign=lyrics&pc
ampaignid=kp-songlyrics&u=0#  

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZVGf3ePIO04 I’m Free by The Soup 
Dragons could be a good stimulus to play as students come in to the lesson. 
Try here for lyrics: http://www.songfacts.com/detail.php?lyrics=8294 . 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b7k0a5hYnSI
https://play.google.com/music/preview/Tkzmjsq7cyiemiacaui3wjwmdnm?lyrics=1&utm_source=google&utm_medium=search&utm_campaign=lyrics&pcampaignid=kp-songlyrics&u=0
https://play.google.com/music/preview/Tkzmjsq7cyiemiacaui3wjwmdnm?lyrics=1&utm_source=google&utm_medium=search&utm_campaign=lyrics&pcampaignid=kp-songlyrics&u=0
https://play.google.com/music/preview/Tkzmjsq7cyiemiacaui3wjwmdnm?lyrics=1&utm_source=google&utm_medium=search&utm_campaign=lyrics&pcampaignid=kp-songlyrics&u=0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZVGf3ePIO04
http://www.songfacts.com/detail.php?lyrics=8294
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Specification Theme 4: Determinism and Free will – Freewill 

F: The implications of libertarianism and free will. 

The implications of libertarianism on moral responsibility: the worth of human ideas 
of rightness, wrongness and moral value, the value in blaming moral agents for 
immoral acts, the usefulness of normative ethics. 
 
The implications of free will on religious belief: the link between God and evil, the 
implications for God’s omnipotence and omnibenevolence, the use of prayer and 
the existence of miracles. 
 

Guidance for Teaching:  

Candidates need to appreciate the implications of free will on moral responsibility. 
More specifically the worth of human ideas of rightness, wrongness and moral 
value, the value in blaming moral agents for immoral acts and the usefulness of any 
normative ethics (such as Natural Law, Situation Ethics, etc.). Candidates must also 
understand the implications of free will on religious belief: specifically, implications 
on the link between God and evil, the implications for God’s omnipotence and 
omnibenevolence, the use of prayer and the existence of miracles. 
 
 

Useful resources 

 Essential Resources for Teaching  - Overview: 

There are several useful resources for teaching the implications of libertarianism 
and free will. A useful one appears in bullet point 1 in resources – digital (below). 
The scheme of work (listed in Other Resources below) will give you some ideas for 
lesson planning, in particular for AO2 lines of argument to enable the students to 
discuss how convincing these lines of argument are. The first book listed below is 
also very useful for AO2 lines of argument.  
 

Books:  

 
• Ellerton-Harris, Delyth. WJEC A2 Religious Studies, Studies in Philosophy or 

Religion Study and Revision Guide. (2013) Cheltenham: Illuminate p116-119, p 
129 – 131.This was produced for the old specification but gives a very student 
friendly, accessible presentation of some of the implications and is especially 
useful for AO2 since it gives exemplar responses to part b essays. 

• Vardy, Peter. The Puzzle of Evil. (1992) St. Ives: Harper Collins p125-139. This 
chapter is useful for a discussion of whether or not the Theistic God can act 
in the world and yet we can retain our free will and moral responsibility. 
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Digital: 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-ad2c93c3-d5ea-43bb-
9a57-23e2db705360/fv-ea7c14b9-ee96-427c-bc72-
47bf7e231b0b/A%20level%20Theme%204F%20Free%20will%20%20-
%20Implications%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx A good look at the 
implications of free will by Mark Lambe. Suitable for student use. 

• https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-1723a3a8-c8b3-43c5-
9908-4db7f680a65d/fv-1e998bce-3e79-4f68-b59b-
96e0cf423405/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Freewill%20and%20Determi
nism%20by%20Adam%20Willows%20from%20Challening%20Religious%20I
ssues%20Spring%202014.pdf Adam Willows on free will and determinism. 
Towards the end there is a section on free will and moral responsibility. 

• https://www.huffingtonpost.com/jeff-schweitzer/why-free-will-prayer-
and_b_596066.html A blog in the Huffington Post that can get students 
analysing whether free will and prayer are compatible with the Theistic God. 
This links synoptically back to the Problem of evil. 

• http://www.informationphilosopher.com/freedom/moral_responsibility.htm
l A challenging piece which looks at the link, if there is one, between free 
will and moral responsibility. Might be good for a teacher to pre-read before 
exploring AO2 lines of argument. 

• https://www.britannica.com/topic/problem-of-moral-responsibility A full 
look at the debate, including reference to determinism and compatibilism 

• http://cw.routledge.com/textbooks/alevelphilosophy/data/AS/IdeaofGod/
FreeWillGod.pdf A useful worksheet from Routledge to discuss the issues. 

• https://markbroadbent.org/2014/08/11/our-prayers-can-get-god-to-
override-free-will/ A useful article discussing the logical possibility of an 
interventionist God and the existence of Free will. 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P-enqLRQU6s Alfred Mele – Free will 
and moral responsibility. Considers the implication of libertarianism on moral 
responsibility. (9 mins) 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wI3cXbIlA0g Mele again asking 
whether free will exists on The Big Think (15mins). He goes into why it is 
required for moral responsibility. 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBz86EgecVw this film thinks about the 
implications of free will and determinism for the characteristics of God and 
the implications for morality. (11 mins) It also offers a number of challenges 
to free will in general. 

 
Other Resources 
 

• http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-
18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf . Scheme of work with teaching ideas 
look at page 23 in particular. 

 
 

https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-ad2c93c3-d5ea-43bb-9a57-23e2db705360/fv-ea7c14b9-ee96-427c-bc72-47bf7e231b0b/A%20level%20Theme%204F%20Free%20will%20%20-%20Implications%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-ad2c93c3-d5ea-43bb-9a57-23e2db705360/fv-ea7c14b9-ee96-427c-bc72-47bf7e231b0b/A%20level%20Theme%204F%20Free%20will%20%20-%20Implications%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-ad2c93c3-d5ea-43bb-9a57-23e2db705360/fv-ea7c14b9-ee96-427c-bc72-47bf7e231b0b/A%20level%20Theme%204F%20Free%20will%20%20-%20Implications%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-ad2c93c3-d5ea-43bb-9a57-23e2db705360/fv-ea7c14b9-ee96-427c-bc72-47bf7e231b0b/A%20level%20Theme%204F%20Free%20will%20%20-%20Implications%20%20by%20Mark%20Lambe.docx
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-1723a3a8-c8b3-43c5-9908-4db7f680a65d/fv-1e998bce-3e79-4f68-b59b-96e0cf423405/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Freewill%20and%20Determinism%20by%20Adam%20Willows%20from%20Challening%20Religious%20Issues%20Spring%202014.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-1723a3a8-c8b3-43c5-9908-4db7f680a65d/fv-1e998bce-3e79-4f68-b59b-96e0cf423405/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Freewill%20and%20Determinism%20by%20Adam%20Willows%20from%20Challening%20Religious%20Issues%20Spring%202014.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-1723a3a8-c8b3-43c5-9908-4db7f680a65d/fv-1e998bce-3e79-4f68-b59b-96e0cf423405/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Freewill%20and%20Determinism%20by%20Adam%20Willows%20from%20Challening%20Religious%20Issues%20Spring%202014.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-1723a3a8-c8b3-43c5-9908-4db7f680a65d/fv-1e998bce-3e79-4f68-b59b-96e0cf423405/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Freewill%20and%20Determinism%20by%20Adam%20Willows%20from%20Challening%20Religious%20Issues%20Spring%202014.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/space/Ju4zb/files/fi-1723a3a8-c8b3-43c5-9908-4db7f680a65d/fv-1e998bce-3e79-4f68-b59b-96e0cf423405/A%20level%20Theme%204%20Freewill%20and%20Determinism%20by%20Adam%20Willows%20from%20Challening%20Religious%20Issues%20Spring%202014.pdf
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/jeff-schweitzer/why-free-will-prayer-and_b_596066.html
https://www.huffingtonpost.com/jeff-schweitzer/why-free-will-prayer-and_b_596066.html
http://www.informationphilosopher.com/freedom/moral_responsibility.html
http://www.informationphilosopher.com/freedom/moral_responsibility.html
https://www.britannica.com/topic/problem-of-moral-responsibility
http://cw.routledge.com/textbooks/alevelphilosophy/data/AS/IdeaofGod/FreeWillGod.pdf
http://cw.routledge.com/textbooks/alevelphilosophy/data/AS/IdeaofGod/FreeWillGod.pdf
https://markbroadbent.org/2014/08/11/our-prayers-can-get-god-to-override-free-will/
https://markbroadbent.org/2014/08/11/our-prayers-can-get-god-to-override-free-will/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P-enqLRQU6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wI3cXbIlA0g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jBz86EgecVw
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf
http://resource.download.wjec.co.uk.s3.amazonaws.com/vtc/2017-18/17-18_2-23/c3-sow-year2-eduqas.pdf
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